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ABSTRACT 
A new set of realization formulas is derived for a class of matrix-valued func- 
tions W(A). These include the standard realization formulas for rational W(A). 
Observability, controllability, and minimality are defined and characterized. Con- 
ditions for W(A) to be (Jx, J2) isometric and/or (,11, J2) coisometric with respect 
to a pair of signature matrices J1 and J2 are given in terms of the realizations. 
Minimal factorizations for square W(A) are considered, and formulas for the 
factors are deduced. Associated reproducing kernel spaces (of pairs too) are dis- 
cussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to derive and develop the theory of a new set 
of realization formulas for a class of matrix-valued meromorphic functions 
W(A), which includes the class of rational matrix-valued functions. These 
realization formulas are of the form 
W(A) = D + {a(a)b(A) - b(cz)a(/~)}VG(A)-Iu, 
where a(A) and b(A) are suitably restricted analytic functions, which are 
defined in a connected nonempty open subset f~ of the complex plane, 
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a 6 ~, and 
G(A) = a( l )A  - b(A)B 
is an n x n matrix-valued function which is analytic in ft and invert- 
ible at the point a. Herein, D E C pXq, V E C p×'~, A ,B  E C '~×n, and 
U E C nxq  are  all constant matrices; i.e., they are independent of the vari- 
able A. They do, however, depend upon the choice of the point a. These 
formulas incorporate all the realization formulas in the literature that are 
known to us as special cases; in particular they include the classical formulas 
W(A) : D+AC( I -AA) - IB  and W(A) = D+C(A I -A) - IB ,  more general 
formulations in which the identity matrix in the preceding two examples 
is replaced by a general square matrix to obtain the so-called descriptor 
form, as well as the formulation discussed by Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Ran 
[13]. For more on descriptor forms, see, e.g., the papers of Cobb [9], Lu- 
enberger [18], Rosenbrock [22], Verghese, L@vy, and Kailath [23], Verghese, 
Van Dooren, and Kailath [24], Yip and Sinconvec [25], and Zhou, Shayman, 
and Tam [26]. 
Our interest in realization formulas of the stated kind for W(A) origi- 
nated in our earlier studies of reproducing kernel spaces of a special sort 
[5-7]. To explain this connection, as well as to proceed further in the present 
paper, we need some notation. 
Throughout his paper f~ denotes an open, nonempty connected subset 
of the complex plane C. We say that 
p~(l)  = a( A )a(w)* - b( l )b(w)* (1.1) 
belongs to Dn if a and b are analytic in Ct and both 
~+ = {~ c ~: p~(~) > 0} 
and 
~_ : {~ c ~: p~(~) < o} 
are nonempty. Because of the presumed connectedness of [/, it follows that 
~0 = {~ e ~:  p~(~) : 0} 
is nonempty and furthermore that there exists a point # E Ct0 such that 
la(#)] : [b(#)l # 0; 
see, e.g., [6] for more details, if needed. In fact more is true: If 
B. = {~e C: L~-~I < ~} 
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is a disc about # of sufficiently small radius 6, then Bu C ft, a(A) ~ 0 
in B ,  and s(A) = b()~)/a()~) is a nonconstant analytic function in B~. 
Therefore, by the open mapping theorem for analytic functions, s(Bt, ) is 
an open connected set. Since Is(p)l = 1, it contains an open subarc of the 
unit circle T. This proves that 
} : ,k E fro and a(,~) # 0 D an open subarc of "IF. (1.2) 
In particular (1.2) guarantees that if f is analytic in ft and f(A) = 0 for 
every point A c f~0, then f(A) _-- 0. 
We first encountered functions p~(A) of the special form (1.1) in the 
work of Lev-Ari and Kailath [16] who used them to unify their study of 
efficient algorithms for the triangular factorization of a class of structured 
matrices. Several years later (at the Workshop on Operator Theory and 
its Applications in Sapporo, 1991) we learned that such functions were 
introduced independently by A. A. Nudelman and some of his associates 
to formulate a unified approach to a number of interpolation problems 
that was close in spirit to the then already submitted manuscript [6]. For 
a recent account of this work, see [17]. 
A number of examples of the classes ~ are furnished in [6]. In particular 
it is also shown there that the choice of the functions a(A) and b(A) in (1.1) 
is essentially unique: If 
p~(A) = c(A)c(w)* - d(A)d(w)*, (A,w E ~) (1.3) 
for a second pair of functions c and d, which are analytic in ft, then there 
is a constant 2 × 2 matrix M which is unitary with respect o the signature 
matrix 
[lo 
such that 
[c(A) d(A)]=[a(/k) b(A)]M. (1.4) 
In the sequel we shall make extensive use of the function 
5~(~) = a(w)b(~) - b(w)a(),). (1.5) 
This too depends essentially upon p and not upon the choice of a and b 
in the representation (1.1). More precisely, if (1.3) also holds for a second 
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pair of functions c and d, which are analytic in f~, then by (1.4), 
ra/ / bill] 
c(;~) d ( ;~)= [a()~) b (A)M 
and hence, 
c(w)d(,~) - d(w)c(A) = {a(w)b(i~) - b(w)a()~)} det M. (1.6) 
(Since M is unitary with respect to the indicated signature matrix, 
IdetMI = 1.) 
Formula (1.4) also indicates that a(w) = b(w) = 0 if and only if c(w) = 
d(w) = O. Thus this "property" is also independent of the decomposition 
of p~o (~). This is clarified further by the following observation: 
LEMMA 1.1. The following three conditions are equivalent for every 
point w E f~: 
(1) 5~()~) ---0 (as a function of )~). 
(2) p~o(A) =- 0 (as a function of ;~). 
(3) a(w) = b(w) = O. 
Proof. The implications (3) ~ (2) and (3) ~ (1) are self-evident. On 
the other hand, if either a(w) ¢ 0 or b(w) ¢ 0, then both (1) and (2) 
must fail because otherwise a(A) and b(A) would be linearly dependent 
functions of A, which contradicts the assumption that f~+ and f~_ are both 
nonempty. • 
Finite-dimensional reproducing kernel spaces of the type alluded to above 
can always be expressed in the form 
M : e c"x"} ,  
where the columns of VG( I ) -1  are linearly independent in the vector space 
of continuous p x 1 vector-valued functions on fL These spaces are endowed 
with an inner product (possible indefinite) that is based on an invertible 
Hermitian matrix P by the rule 
: y*Px  
Such a space A,t is an n-dimensional reproducing kernel Krein space with 
a reproducing kernel K~(,k), which is given by the formula 
= 
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for every pair of points A and w in ~ at which the indicated inverses exist. 
In particular, this means that  
(1) K~x E .M, and 
(2) If, K~x].M = x ' f  (w) 
for every point w E ~t at which G(w) is invertible, every vector x E C ~, and 
every f E AJ. 
Under additional constraints on P,  the kernel can also be expressed in 
the form 
J - W(A) JW(w)*  
= , 
where J is a signature matrix and W(A) is a p × p matrix-valued func- 
tion that  is meromorphic in ft. Upon matching the two reproducing kernel 
formulas, it is readily seen that  
W(A) JW(w)*  = {Ip - p .~(A)VG(A) - ip -1G(w) -*V* J} J .  
Thus, if/3 is a point in n0 at which G(/3) is invertible, we obtain first that  
W(/3)JW(/3)* = J 
and hence that  
W(A) = {Ip - pZ(A)VG(A) - IP - 'G( /3 ) - *V* J}  W(/3). 
This is a realization formula of the form exhibited above because for such 
points/3, la(/3)l = Ib(/3)l # 0 and 
i.e., 
a(/3)pz(A) = -~Z(A)b(/3)*, 
D = W(/3) and U -- b(/3)*p 1G(/3)_ .V. JW(/3) .  
a(/3) 
A more general derivation via reproducing kernels of realization formulas 
of this form for p × p matrix-valued functions W(A), which are not neces- 
sarily J unitary on ~0, is furnished in Section 4. We turn now, however, to 
a different method that  is applicable to nonsquare matrix-valued functions 
also. For every p × q matrix-valued function W that  is meromorphic in 
~, let 
7~c(W) = finite sums of the form~--~ W(A) - W(wj) (1.7) 
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and 
{ k'-~ *W('k)-W(wJ)} 
~'~r(n) : finite sums of the form ~ ~j ~.---~-~ , (1.8) 
j= l  w.i \A) 
wherein the ~j run over C p, the r/j run over C q, and the wj run through 
the set of points in f~ at which W is analytic and la(~j)l + Ib(wj)l ¢ 0 (and 
hence, by Lemma 1.1, ~wj(A) ~ 0 as a function of A). 
In the sequel (Theorem 2.2) we shall show that 
dim T4c(W) = dim 7~r(W). 
When this number is finite we shall refer to it as the degree of W with 
respect to p (and denote it by degpW); the fact that it depends upon 
p and not upon the particular choice of a and b in (1.1) is immediate 
from (1.6). For the three classical choices of p; p~(k) = 1 - kw*, p~(A) = 
-27ri(A - w*), and p~(,k) = 2rr(,k + w*), with f/+ equal to the open unit 
disc 113, the open upper halfplane C+, and the open right halfplane H+, 
respectively, this turns out to be just the McMillan degree of W; see [2]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish the real- 
ization formulas described above for a general class of p x q matrix-valued 
functions W(,k) that are meromorphic in f/. We also derive a number of 
auxiliary formulas and results for later use. Next, in Section 3, we discuss 
the concepts of observability, controllability, and minimality, which are ap- 
propriate for the present class of realization formulas, and give a number of 
equivalent characterizations of each. The similarity of two minimal realiza- 
tions is also discussed there. In Section 4 we develop necessary and sufficient 
conditions in terms of Lyapunov-Stein-type equations for the existence of 
realizations of this general type, which are either isometric or coisometric 
(or both) matrix-valued functions with respect o a pair of (or just one) 
signature matrices on the boundary of an appropriately defined region. In 
Section 5 we discuss pairings wherein a given matrix-valued function W(,k) 
is "paired" with a partner WTr(.'k), which is often an effective substitute for 
W(,~)* when the conditions for W(A) to be either isometric or coisometric 
(with respect o two given signature matrices) on the boundary fail. Sec- 
tion 6 is devoted to embedding the basic Lyapunov-Stein-type equations 
into a larger array of equations and related implications. Section 7 treats 
factorization and minimal factorization. 
We shall use the symbol t2w to denote the domain of analyticity of W 
in f/, for any matrix-valued function W that is defined in fl. 
The other notation is mostly standard: C, R, ~i" denote the complex num- 
bers, the reals, and the unit circle, respectively; C mx~ is the set of m x n 
matrices with complex entries; and C m is short for C mxl. The superscript • 
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applied to a matrix A as in A* denotes the Hermitian transpose of A (i.e., 
the adjoint with respect o the standard inner product in complex Euclidean 
space), whereas A ~ denotes the ordinary transpose. If A is a number, then 
A* is just its complex conjugate. 
A signature matrix A is a matrix that is both Hermitian and unitary: 
A = A* and A*A = I. If A is Hermitian, then #+(A) [resp. #_ (A)] denotes 
the number of positive [resp. negative] eigenvalues of A. 
2. THE SPACES 74~(W) AND n~(W) 
In this section we develop a general realization formula for matrix-valued 
meromorphic functions W for which the associated spaces ~(W)  and 
7~r(W) are finite dimensional. To this end, the operators 
{r(a,b;a)f}(A) = a(A)f (A)-  a(a)f(a) 
{r(b,a;a)f}(A) = b(A) f (A ) -b (a ) f (a )  
which were introduced in [7], prove useful. 
2.1. Realizations, First Approach 
LEMMA 2.1. Let  W be a p x q matrix-valued function that is meromor- 
phic in f~, let 
~(~) = W(A) -W(w) (2.1) 
6~(a) 
for short, and let 
k [ k 
f -- E (I)~ ~j resp. f -- ~ 4; (I)~, 
j= l  j= l  
be an element Of nc (W)  [resp. 7~r(W)] for .some choice of points wj c ftw 
at which la(wj)[ + Ib(wj)[ > O, j = 1 , . . . , k .  Then both r(a,b;(~)f and 
r(b,a;a)f  belong to Tee(W) [resp. nr(W)] for every a e f~w at which 
6~o~(a) ~ 0, j = 1 , . . . ,k .  
Proof. With the help of the pair of identities 
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and 
b(w)5~(,k) - b(.k)5~(w) = b(a)5~o(.k), (2.3) 
it is readily checked that 
{r(a, b; a)(I)~}(£) = a(a)~(A)  - a(w)~()~) (2.4) ~(~) 
and 
{r(b, a; a)O~}(A) = b(w)O~(A) - b(a)~(A)  (2.5) 
6~(a) 
when 5~(w) ~ O. The stated result now emerges easily upon combining 
formulas. • 
The next result is adapted from the analysis in [10, Sect. 3.1]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f l ,  . • •, fn be a basis for an n-dimensional vector space 
A/[ of m x 1 vector-valued functions that are meromorphic in ~, and sup- 
pose that either A/I is r(a, b; a) invariant for a point a C ~ in the common 
domain of analyticity of f l , . . . ,  fn at which a(a) ~ 0 or AJ is r(b, a; a) 
invariant for some point a c ~ in the common domain of analyticity of 
f l , . . . ,  fn at which b(a) ~ O. Then the m x n matrix-valued meromorphic 
function 
F(~) = [A(~) ' "  fn(~)] 
can be expressed in the form 
F(;~) = V{a()~)A - b(A)B} -1 (2.6) 
for some choice of V E C re×n, A E C ~xn, and B C C ~x~, with AB = BA 
and 
det{a(a)A - b(a)B} ~ O. 
Moreover, the matrix 
G()~) = a()QA - b(A)B 
is invertible if and only if )~ E ~'~F, the domain of analyticity o fF  in ~. 
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Proof. Under the first assumption, there exists a choice of constants 
cij(a), i , j  = 1, . . . ,n ,  such that 
n 
r(a, b; ct)fj = E ficij(c~), 
i=1  
for j = 1 , . . . ,n .  But this is the same as to say that there exists an n x n 
matrix Ca such that 
a(,,k)F()~) - a(c~)F(c~) = F(,~)C~. 
(Lemma 1.1 guarantees that 5a(,k) 7f 0.) Therefore, 
F()~){a(;~)I~ - f~(,~)C~} = a(c~)F(c~), 
which can clearly be expressed in the indicated form with 
A = I,~ + b(c~)C~, B = a(c~)C~, V = a(c~)F(a). 
Moreover, 
det{a(a)A - b(c~)B} = det{a(a) I .} ¢ 0, 
since a(c~) ¢ 0 by assumption, and AB = BA.  
On the other hand, if 34 is r(b, a; c~) invariant for some point a E ft in 
the domain of analyticity of F for which b(c~) ¢ 0, then the same conclusion 
holds by much the same argument, but with a and b interchanged. 
Finally, since a point w clearly belongs to ftF if G(co) is invertible, it 
remains only to check that the converse is true also. The argument is split 
into two steps. 
Step 1. If co E ~'~F, then 5~(A) ~ 0. 
Proof of Step 1. If 5~(A) -= 0, then by Lemma 1.1, a(w) = b(co) = 0. 
Therefore 
= V = O, 
which implies in turn that F(A)G(A) - 0 and hence, since G is invertible in 
a neighborhood of a, that F(,k) - 0. This contradicts the presumed linear 
independence of the columns of F. 
Step 2. If w E ftF, then G(w) is invertible. 
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Proof of Step 2. If G(w)u = 0 for some u E C ~, then 
F(~)a(~)u  = vu  = 0, 
first by evaluating the left-hand side at w and then for all A since V is 
independent of A. Thus 
5~(A)F(A)Bu = F(~){a(~)a@)  - a@)a(;~)}u = 0 
and 
6~(A)F(A)Au = F(A){b(A)G(w) - b(w)G(A)}u = O, 
for every A E 12F. Thus by Step 1 and the presumed linear independence 
of the columns of F, 
Au = Bu = O, 
which implies that 
G(~)u  = o 
and hence that u = 0. Therefore G(w) is invertible, and the proof of both 
the step and the lemma is complete. • 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f l ,  • .., f~ be a basis for an n-dimensional vector space 
.A4 of I × m vector-valued functions that are meromorphic in ~, and sup- 
pose that either .h4 is r(a, b; a) invariant for a point a E gt in the common 
domain of analyticity of f l , . . . ,  fn at which a(a) ~ 0 or A/i is r(b, a; a) 
invariant for some point a E ~ in the common domain of analyticity of 
f l , . . . ,  fn at which b(a) ~ O. Then the n × m matrix-valued meromorphic 
function 
fl(A) ]
V(~)  = 
f~iA)J 
can be expressed in the form 
F(A) = {a(A)A - b(A)B}- IU (2.7) 
for some choice of U E (]nxm A E C nxn, and B E C nxn, with AB = BA 
and 
det{a(a)A - b(a)B} # 0. 
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Moreover, the matrix 
G(A) = a(A)A - b(A)B 
is invertible if and only i ra E ~f  , the domain of analyticity o fF  in ~. 
Proof. The proof is much the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p E Dfl and let W be a p x q matrix-valued func- 
tion that is meromorphic in ft such that either gc(W)  or T~r(W) is a 
finite-dimensional vector space of dimension n. Let a E ~w be such that 
Pa(A) ~ 0. Then W admits a representation of the form 
W(A) = D + 6~(A)V{a(A)A - b(A)B}-IU, (2 .8 )  
where D E C pxq, V E C pxn, U E C nxq, A, B E C '~x~, AB = BA,  and 
G(A) = a(A)A - b(A)B (2.9) 
is invertible at the point a. In particular, D = W ( a ) and W(A) is a rational 
function of = b(a)/a(X). 
Proof. Suppose first that 7~c(W ) is a finite-dimensional space with ba- 
sis f~ , . . . ,  fn. Then by Lemma 2.1, 7~c(W) is r(a, b; a) invariant for some 
c~ E ~ in the common domain of analyticity of W and f l , . . . ,  f~ with 
a(ct) ~ O. Therefore by Lemma 2.2, the p x n matrix-valued function 
F = [fl "'" f,~] can be expressed in the form 
F(A) = V{a(A)A - b(A)B} -~, 
where the sizes of 17, A, and B are as in the statement of the theorem and 
G(a) is invertible. Thus there exists an n x q matrix U = U~ such that 
- 
: V{a(A)A  - (2.10) 
which is the same as the stated representation. 
This completes the proof of the theorem when 7-¢c(W) is finite dimen- 
sional. The proof under the assumption that g r (W)  is finite dimensional 
goes through in much the same way. • 
We remark that the term a(A)A - b(A)B in (2.8) is not necessarily a
matrix polynomial of degree one in the variable k. Thus for example, if 
a(A), b(k), A, and B are chosen as in [6, Sect. 6] (which studies block 
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matrices that are of the form block Hankel plus block Toeplitz), then the 
realization formula (2.8) is of the form 
W(1) = D - (A - c~)(1 - Aa)V{(AI - Z)( I  - AZ)}- Iu ,  
where Z is an upper triangular block (downward) shift matrix. More gen- 
erally, G(A) will be an analytic function in f~; see [6, 17] for a number of 
choices of a(A) and b(A). 
The realization exhibited in (2.8) is minimal in the sense that A and 
B are n x n and n = dim 7~c(W) = diml%r(W) (see also Theorem 2.2, 
below). 
2.2. Auxiliary Formulas and Facts 
The following elementary identity will prove useful in future applications 
of the preceding realization formula. 
LEMMA 2.4. If G(c~) = a(a)A - b(a)B is invertible, then 
AG(c~)-IB = BG(a) - IA .  (2.11) 
Proof. Clearly 
a(c~)AG(c~)-lB = {G(c~) + b(c~)B}G(c~)-lB 
= B + BG(c~)-lb(c~)B 
= B + BC(a) -1{a(a)A-  G(a)} 
= a(c~)Ba(a)- lA. 
This serves to prove (2.11) if a(a) # 0. If a((~) = 0, then b(a) # 0 and 
much the same argument goes through once again. • 
From now on we refer to formula (2.8) with D, V, U, A, and B of the 
sizes indicated in the statement of Theorem 2.1, and G(c~) invertible, as a 
'p' realization of W centered at a. The terminology is justified because the 
form of the representation depends only upon p and not upon the choice 
of a(A) and b(A). Thus if p~(A) is expressed in terms of c(A) and d(A) as in 
(1.3), then by (1.4), 
C(1) = [a(A)In 
= [c (~) In  
[;] 
r  l,,Bl  
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with 
[ ] * " A1 m11I,~ rn2iL~ 
B1 rnT2I,~ m~2I~ 
Consequently, by (1.6), 
W(A) = D + {c(a)d(A) - d(a)c(A)}{det M*}V{c(A)A1 - d(A)B1}-IU, 
which is the same form as (2.8). Moreover, it is readily checked that  
A1B1 - B1A1 = (AB - BA) detM*. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let W be a p x q matrix-valued meTvmorphic function in 
ft that admits a realization of the form 
W()~) = D + $,~(£)V{a(),)A - b(A)B}-~U, (2.12) 
where a ~ f~w, A, and B are n x n matrices, and ;~ is a point in f tw at 
which the indicated inverse exists. Suppose further that cJ is a point in t2w 
such that G(w) is invertible. Then 
w(x) - w(~) 
~(~) 
= VG( ,~) - IG(oL)G(o3) - Iu  
= VG(a) ) - IG(oL)C(~) - Iu .  (2.13) 
Pro@ The verification of (2.13) is a straightforward calculation, with 
the help of the identities (2.2) and (2.3). • 
THEOREM 2.2. If W is a p x q matrix-valued function that is mero- 
morphic in f~, then the spaces 74c(W) and 74r(W) are either both infinite 
dimensional or they are both finite dimensional with the same dimension. 
In either case, 
dimT~c(W ) = dimT~r(W). (2.1a) 
Proof. Either T~¢(W) and ~'~r(W) are both infinite dimensional, or at 
least one of these spaces is finite dimensional. If say dim Re(W)  = n < oc, 
then by Theorem 2.1, W admits a realization of the form (2.12) with a 
G(,k) of size n x n. Thus by (2.13), 
E ~p~ = E ~VG(wj ) - IG(a )G(£) - IU ,  (2.15) 
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which serves to exhibit every finite sum of the form indicated on the left of 
the last formula as a finite linear combination of the n rows of G(A)-1U. 
Therefore 
dimTgr(W) < n = dimTCc(W). 
On the other hand, if dim ~r(W)  -= k < OO, then by another application 
of Theorem 2.1 and (2.13), 
(2.16) 
except that now G is k x k. This exhibits the sum on the left as a linear 
combination of the k columns of VG(A) -1. Thus 
n = d imnc(W)  _< dimTCr(W) = k. 
Therefore quality prevails. 
COROLLARY. If W(A) is a p x q matrix-valued function that is mero- 
morphic in f~ and admits a realization of the form (2.8) with A and B of 
size n x n, then: 
(1) 7~c(W) _C {VG(A) - lx :x  • Cn}; equality holds if and only if 
linear span{G(w)-lu~7: w C f~G-~ and ~ C C q} = C n 
( i. e., in terms of future terminology, if and only if the triple { A, B, U } 
is ( a, b) controllable). 
(2) ~r (W)  C_ {y*G(A)- IU:y E Cn}; equality holds if and only if 
linear span{~*VG(w) -1 : w C f la-~and ~ E C p} = C lxn 
( i. e., in terms or future terminology, if and only if the triple { V, A, B} 
is (a,b) observable). 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of (2.13). The parenthetic remarks 
depend upon Lemma 3.2. • 
THEOREM 2.3. If T~c(W) and Rr(W) are finite dimensional, then in 
definitions (1.7) and (1.8), it suffices to let w run over any infinite sub- 
set A of f~w that contains at least one limit point and in which la(w)I + 
Ib(w)I > 0 (see Lemma 1.1 for more information on the implications of this 
assumption). 
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Proof. Let 
~(W)  = finite sums of the form E~, r J J  :wj  E A, rlj EC  q 
j= l  
for any such set A and suppose that  
d im~(W)  < d im~c(W)  = n < oc. 
Suppose further that  c~ E A is such that  G(c~) is invertible. Then since 
VG(,~) -1 has n linearly independent columns, it follows from (2.13) that  
is a vector space of dimension smaller than n. Therefore, there exists a 
vector x E C n such that  
x*G(co) - lur ]  = 0 
for every choice of w E A and r/ E C a . But since f~ is connected, this 
propagates to every point w E ~ at which G(w) is invertible and therefore 
implies that  dim Tee(W) < n, contrary to assumption. 
The proof for ZCr(W) is similar. • 
For the classical choices of p~(A), (2.12) reduces to the more familiar 
realization formulas that  appear throughout he literature on system the- 
ory and control. For a derivation of classical realization formulas by these 
methods, see, e.g., [10, Sect. 4] which served as a model for the present 
argument in this more general setting. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 
be a block matmz with invertible diagonal block entries A and D. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) E is invertible 
(2) D - CA-1B is invertible 
(3) A - BD-1C is invertible. 
Moreover, i f  any one (and hence all three) of these last three conditions 
are in force, then 
(D - CA-1B)  -1 = D -1 + D-1C(A  - BD-1C) - IBD -1, 
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and 
(A - BD-1C)  -1 : A -1 + A-1B(D - CA-1B) - ICA  -1. 
Proof. The first statement is immediate from the well-known Schur 
complement formulas. The last two formulas are straightforward computa- 
tions. • 
2.3. Multiplication Formulas 
Let Wi (A), i = 1, 2, be a pair of p x p matrix-valued functions that  admit 
realizations of the form (2.8): 
w (A) = Di + 
in which the n × n matrix-vMued functions 
Gi(A) = a(A)Ai - b(A)Bi, i = 1, 2, 
are both invertible at the point a E ~t. Then it is readily checked that  the 
product  
=Wl( )w2(A) 
can be expressed in the form 
W(A) = DID2 + 5a(A)[V1 D1V2] 
Since 
"G~(A) -5~(A)U~V~ 
GI (~)  
0 
B2 
it is now easily seen that  the preceding formula for W(A) is a realization 
of the form (2.8) with 
b(a)U1V 2" 
A2 
D = D1D2 
[ 1 [ 1D2] B= B1 a(a)U1V2 U= 0 B2 ' U2 ' 
and V = [V1 D1V2]. 
If  a(A) = 1 and b(A) = A, then the last set of formulas reduce to those 
given in (2.5) of [13]. 
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2.~. More on Realizations 
In this subsection we present a generalization of the realization formula 
(2.8) which is valid even when the space ~¢(W) is not finite dimensional. 
Accordingly we assume throughout that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
in force except that we do not invoke the assumption that at least one of 
the spaces T~c(W) or 7~(W) is finite dimensional. 
The first step is to introduce the operators 
A: f E 7~c(W) --~ - r (b ,  a; a ) f  E ~c(W),  
B: f E 7¢c(W) --+ r(a, b; a)f  E ~c(W),  
u:  ~ • c ~ ~ w( :~)  - w(~)- ~ Tcdw), 
5~(~) 
V: f  E Tee(W) --+ f (a )  E C p, 
D :vEC q~W(a)vEC p, 
the first three of which were introduced in [7 I. 
The second step is to verify the formula 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
{(a(a J )A  - b (w)B) - ' f} (A)  = 5 ,~(A) f (A)  - 5~(w)f(w) (2 .22)  
~(~) 
for every point w E ~ in the domain of analyticity of f c ~c(W)  at which 
5~(A) ~ 0. To this end let 
h(A) = {(a(w)A - b(w)B)- l . f}(A) .  
Then clearly 
f(A) = {(a (w)A-  b(w)B)h}(A) 
a(w)b(A)h(A) - b(~)h(~) 
~(~) 
~(A)h(A) - 6~(a)h(a) 
~(~) 
Now, if $~(a) = 0, then 
h(A)  = ~c,(A) (A) f(A)' 
whereas if 5~(a) ~ 0, then 
_ b(w)a(A)h(A) - a(a)h(a)  
~(~) 
f (w)  = h(a) 
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and hence 
h(:~) = ~(:~)f(:~) - 5~(~)f(":) 
Thus the second formula for h(A) is valid whether 5~(w) = 0 or not and so 
serves to verify formula (2.22). 
The particular choice f = U~ leads to 
(a (w)A  - b (w)B) - lU~ = W(A)  - W(w)~?, 
6~(~) 
after a short calculation. Therefore, 
V(a(w)A  - b (w)B) - lu~ = W(a) - W(w) 
~(~)  
w(~)  - w(~)  
~(~)  
which in turn supplies the realization 
W(w)~ = {D + V(a(w)A - b(w)B)- lU}~. (2.23) 
We remark that if a(A) = 1 and b(A) = )~, then formula (2.23) reduces 
to the familiar backward shift realization formula that is valid for rational 
matrix-valued functions that are analytic at zero; see, e.g., [12] for more 
information on the latter and additional references. 
Formula (2.23) is valid even if the space T~c(W) is not finite dimensional. 
If T~c(W) is finite dimensional, then by Lemma 2.2, there exists a p × n 
matrix-valued function 
F(.X) = V{a()~)A - b(A)B} -1, 
whose columns form a basis for T4c(W). Let us assume further that the point 
a in the definition of the operators A , . . . ,  D is such that a(a)A  - b (a )B  is 
invertible. Then formula (2.8) emerges from (2.23) upon defining U by the 
recipe 
uv  = F(~)U,7 
and carrying out the indicated calculations. 
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3. MINIMAL REALIZATIONS 
Let W be a p x q matrix-valued function that is meromorphic in f~ and 
admits a realization of the form (2.8), where a is a point in f~w at which 
G(a) is invertible. Such a realization exists if and only if the spaces 7¢~(W) 
and 7~r(W) are finite dimensional. In this instance, a realization is said to 
be minimal if the size of G(A) is minimal, i.e., if the common size of the 
matrices A and B in (2.8) is as small as possible. The number of rows (or 
columns) in A or B for a minimal realization is termed the p-degree of W 
and is denoted by the symbol degpW. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p • 7)~ and let W be a p x q matrix-valued meromor- 
phic function in ~ such that either T~c(W) or gr (W)  is finite dimensional. 
Then the other is finite dimensional and 
degpW = dim'R.~(W) = dimTCr(W). 
In particular, the p-degree does not depend upon the representation of p or 
on the choice of the point a. 
Proof. By Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, 
degpW _< dimTg~(W) = dimTC~(W). 
On the other hand, by (2.13), the inequality cannot be strict. 
Let 
and 
>~ = dim{VG(A)- lq : r /•  C n} (3.1) 
#r = dim{~*(7()~) -1U:  ~ • Cn} (3.2) 
in the linear space of vector-valued continuous functions on any nonempty 
open subset A of {A E f t :  det G(I)  # 0}. 
It is clear that the definitions of #¢ and >r are independent of the choice 
of A because if say VG(A)- lr l  = 0 for every point ~ in any such A, then 
the equality propagates to the full domain of analyticity of G(A) -1 in 
ft: {A EFt : det G(A) # 0}, since f~ is connected. 
We say that the triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if #¢ = n and that 
the triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if ttr = n. In other words, {V, A, B} 
is (a,b) observable if and only if the columns of VG(A)-* are linearly 
independent, whereas the triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only 
if the rows of G(A)- IU are linearly independent. 
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The following equivalent definition is useful. 
LEMMA 3.2. If G()Q = a()~)A - b()QB is an n x n matrix-valued func- 
tion, and if A is any subset of {)~ E ft : det G(A) ~ 0} that contains in- 
finitely many distinct points including at least one limit point, then: 
The triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if and only if 
A kernel{Y(a(w)A - b(aJ)B) -1} = {0}. (3.3) 
wE& 
The triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only if the closed linear 
span 
V range{(a(w)A - b(w)B)- IU} = C '~. (3.4) 
wE& 
Proof. Clearly 
N kernel{VG(A)- 1} = {~ E C n : VG()~)-I~ = 0 for every point A E A} 
)~EA 
and 
( V range{G()~)-lu}~ 
± 
~- {~ e C n : ~*G(A) - Iu  ~- 0 
for every point ~ E A}. 
The descriptions on the right-hand sides of the last two formulas make it 
evident hat the spaces in question are independent of the choice of A since 
G(A) -1 is analytic in {A E Ft : det G(A) ~ 0}. • 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that G(c~) = a(o~)A - b(c~)B is an invertible 
n x n matrix (and hence in particular that a(o 0 and b(c~) are not both 
simultaneously zero). 
(1) I f  b(c~) 7~ 0, then {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if and only if 
n-1  
N kernel V{G(a) - IA}  j
j=0  
= {0}, (3.5) 
whereas {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only if 
r nk[Ui AC(o) l}ui 
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(2) If a(a) 7~ O, then {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if and only if 
n-1 
~'~ kerne lY{G(a) -aB} j = {0}, (3.7) 
j=O 
whereas {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only if 
rank[U'{BG(a)- l}u" . . . "  {BG(~) - l in - lg ]  :n .  (3.8) 
Proof. Suppose first that b(a) ¢ 0. Then it is readily checked that 
B = {a(a)A - G(a)}/b(a) 
and hence that 
b(A) ~,, , 8~(A)A '= 
Now let A be a sufficiently small neighborhood of a in Q such that b(A) ¢ 0 
and G(A) is invertible for A 6 A. Then for such A, 
VG(A)_ 1 b(a) 8~(A) G(a)-~A G(o~) -1 , - b(,~) V I,, b(A) 
from which it follows that the columns of VG()~) -1 are linearly independent 
in the linear space of analytic vector-valued functions in A if and only if 
the same holds true for the columns of 
But that is equivalent to condition (3.5). 
The proof of (3.6) is based on a similar analysis of the linear indepen- 
dence of the rows of G( /k ) - Iu  and the identity 
c(a ) - lu  = 
This completes the proof of the assertions for b(a) ~ 0. The case a(a) ~ 0 
is handled in much the same way except that now 
8~(A) B 
" 
ata) 
The details are left to the reader. • 
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The criteria of Theorem 3.1 reduce to the familiar ones in the classical 
settings. This is easily seen when a(,k) = 1 and b(,k) = ,k because then (2.8) 
yields the realization 
W(,k)  = D + (,k - a )Y (A  - , kB) - Iu .  
If  G(0) -- A is invertible, then we may choose a = 0 and presume that  
A = In. Thus G(a)  -- In, and the second part of the theorem (correspond- 
ing to a(a)  # 0) supplies the well-known criterion for observability and 
controllability for realizations of the form 
W(,k)  = D + ,kV( In - , kB) - IU .  
On the other hand, if a(A) = v~(,k + 1), b(,k) = x/~(A - 1), A = (In - 
T) /2v / -~ , and B = - ( In  + T ) /2x /~,  then 
6~(,k) = 2r(,k - a)  and G(,k) = ,kin - T. 
Therefore, by (2.8), 
W( l )  = D + 27r(,k - a)V(,kln - T) - IU  
= D + 2zcYU - 27rY(lI~ - T) - IG(a)U ,  
which can be reexpressed in the usual form 
W(,k) = D1 + V( ,k ln  - T ) - Iu1 ,  
upon making the self-evident identifications. Suppose further, for the sake 
of definiteness, that  b(a) # 0. Then clearly: 
n--1 
e N ker{V(G(a) - lA ) J}  
j=0 
V{I  - , ka (a ) - lA}- l (  = 0, for [,k] 5 s 
(for suitably small ¢ > 0), s 
V{a ln  - T - ,k(In - T)}-la(a)~ = O, for ],kl -< ~ = ¢1, 
<-~ V{(a  - 1)In - (,k - 1)(In - T )} - IG(a) (  : 0, for [,k[ < ¢1, 
(and hence since b(a) ?d 0) 
V In --,k - In - T G(a) (  = 0, for ],k[ _< £1, 
n--1 
e ['1 ker V( I .  - T)J 
j=0 
n -1  
e (-] ker VT . 
j=0 
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But this clearly implies that (3.5) holds if and only if 
n--1 
[~ ker VT j = {0}, 
j=0 
i.e., if and only if the realization is observable in the usual sense. The 
verification that the remaining conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to 
the usual formulations ofobservability and controllability for the realization 
under consideration goes through in much the same way. 
For additional discussion of assorted definitions of controllability and 
observability for descriptor systems and related results, see, e.g., [9, 23 
26]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let W ( A ) be a p x q matrix-valued function that is mew-  
morphic in f~ and admits a realization of the form (2.8) where G(A) E C nx'~ 
and c~ is a point in f~w at which G(c~) is invertible. Then the realization 
(2.8) is minimal if and only i f  lAr =- ~c  ~- n ,  i.e., if and only if the realization 
is both (a, b) observable and (a, b) controllable. 
Pro@ It follows readily from (2.13) and Lernma 3.2 that 
T4c(W) C_ {VG(A)-lr/: r / e C n} and T¢r(W) C_ {~*G(,k)-IU: (E  C~}, 
with equality if the realization is both (a, b) observable and (a, b) control- 
lable. Therefore 
dim T~¢ < #~ _< n and dim "]-~r --~ /-tr ~ n, 
with equality if the realization is both observable and controllable. The 
rest is immediate from Lemma 3.1. • 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p C 7)~ and let W be a p x q matrix-valued function 
that admits a pair of minimal realizations of the form (2.8): 
where 
w(A) = Dj +   (A)VjGj( )-Iuj, 
and Gj ((~) is an invertible n x n matrix for j --- 1, 2. Then 
D1 = D2 = W(~)  
and there exist a unique pair of n x n matrices X and Y such that 
V2G2(A) -1 = V IG I (A) - Ix  and GI(A)-Iu1 -- YG2(A) - Iu2  
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for every A E fl for which both of the indicated inverses exist. For this 
choice of X and Y 
XA2 = A1Y, XB2 = B1Y, XU2 = U1 v2 =VW, 
and so too 
XG2(A) = a,(A)Z, 
for every point A c gl. Moreover, the matrices X and Y are both invertible. 
Proof. To begin with, it is useful to recall that 
{r(a, b; a)ej-1}(A) -- Gj(A) - IB jGj (a)  -1 = Gj (a) - IB jGj (A)  -1 (3.9) 
and 
{r(b, a; a )a~ 1 } (A) = -%(A) - l&a j (a ) - I  = -aj(a)- lA~aj(A) -~. 
(3.10) 
Under the given assumptions it is clear that 
W(a)  = D1 = D2. 
Therefore 
V1GI(A)-Iu, = V2G2(A)-IU2 (3.11) 
for every point A E f~ at which the two indicated inverses exist and in 
particular in a small enough neighborhood A of a. Consequently by (3.9), 
Vl G1 (~) - 1 {B1 a l  (c~) - 1 }j U1 _~ V2 G2 ()~) - l{B2G2 (a ) -  1 }j U2 
for j = 0, 1 , . . .  and A C A. Thus if a(a)  7£ 0, it follows from the presumed 
controllability and (3.8) that 
[Uj " B jGj (a) - IU j  " . . . '{B jG j (a )}n- IU j ]  
is right invertible for j = 1, 2 and hence that there exists an n x n matrix 
X such that 
V2G2(A) -1 = V1GI(A)-IX. (3.12) 
Moreover, since V1GI()~) -1 and V2G2(A) -1 both have n linearly indepen- 
dent columns (in the vector space of continuous vector-valued functions on 
{A E ~ : det Gj(A) 7£ 0 for j -- 1,2}) by the presumed observability, there 
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is only one such matrix X and it is invertible. The same conclusion holds 
even if a(c~) = 0, because then b(a) ¢ 0 and a similar set of formulas is 
obtained but with Aj in place of Bj upon applying (3.10) to (3.11). 
In much the same way it follows from (3.9)-(3.11) that 
VI{GI(O~)-IB1}JGI(/~)-Iu1 = V2{G2((y)-IB2}JG2(/~)-Iu2 
and 
VI{GI (a ) - IA1} JG I (A) - IU1  = V2{G2(c~)- IA2}JG2(A)- IU2 
for j = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1 and hence, by the presumed observability and Theorem 
3.1, that there exists an n x n matrix Y such that 
GI ( )Q- Iu1  = YG2( /~)- Iu2 . (3.13) 
Since the rows in each of the matrix-valued functions G I (~) - Iu1  and 
G2 (A)-1U2 are linearly independent by the presumed controllability, there 
is only one such Y and it is invertible. 
Now, upon substituting (3.12) and (3.13) into the formula 
V1GI (/~ )- IGI (oL)GI (k))-I uI = V2G2(/~ )-1G2(o~)G2(a2)- l u2 
(which may be obtained from (2.13)), and exploiting the linear indepen- 
dence of the columns of V1 G1 (A)- 1 and the linear independence of the rows 
of G2(A)-IU2, it is readily seen that 
Y = GI(a)-IXG2((~). 
Therefore V2 = V1Y by (3.12) and [72 = X-1U1 by (3.13). Finally, succes- 
sive applications of (3.9) and (3.10) to (3.12) lead easily to the conclusion 
that A2 = X-1A IY  and B2 = X- IB1y .  
Finally the asserted uniqueness follows from the presumed minimality 
and the fact that a pair of n x n invertible matrices X and Y meet the four 
stated conditions V2 = V1Y, . . .  ,XU2 = gl,  if and only if (3.12) and (3.13) 
hold. • 
We remark that such connections between minimal realizations have 
been observed earlier for assorted subclasses of the realizations considered 
in Theorem 3.3; see, e.g., [9, 25, 26], and formula (2.3) of [13]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let W be a p x q matrix-valued funct ion that admits a 
min imal  realization 
W(A)  = D + 6~(A)V{a(A)A - b(A)B}- Iu  
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with degpW = n in which a(e~)A - b(a)B is invertible. I f  W()~) admits a 
second realization 
W(A) = D1 + {c((~)d(A) - d(a)c()~)}Vl{C(ik)A1 - d (A)B1}- Iu1  
in terms of a pair of functions c()~) and d()~) as in (1.3) and if c(a)A1 - 
d(c~)B1 is invertible, then D1 = D and this second realization is minimal 
if and only if there exists a pair of n x n invertible matrices X and Y such 
that 
(det M)V1 = VY,  m11A1 - rn21B1 = X- lAy ,  
m22B1 - m21A1 = X-1By  and U1 = X-1U,  
where the mi j  are the entries in the matrix M which intervenes in (1.4). 
Proof. By (1.4), 
c()~)A1 - d(A)B1 = [c(A)I~ 
= [a(A)In 
0 
b(/~ ) fn] [ ml l  A1 - m12B1]. 
[m21A1 m22B1J 
Therefore by (1.6), 
V{a(A)A  - b (A)B}-~U 
= (det M)Vl{a()~)[m11A1 - m12B1] - b()~)[m22B1 - m21A1]}- 'U1. 
The rest is immediate from Theorem 3.3. • 
We turn now to an analogue in the present framework of another charac- 
terization of observability and controllability that is useful in the classical 
setting; for the latter see [14]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume that p~(A) = a()~)a(w)* - b(A)b(w)* belongs to 
~n and that G(A) = a(iX)A - b(£)B is an n x n matrix-valued function. 
{ )~•~:a( )~)  =0 and b()~) ~0}~0,  (3.14) 
then: 
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1.1. The triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only if 
rank[A-'~B U] =n 
for every point ~/ in the set 
= ~:AE~ and a(A)~O} F1 C\ (  a[A) 
and 
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(3.15) 
rank[G(A) U] = n (3.16) 
for every point ik C f~ for which 
ta(A)l + Ib(A)[ > O. (3.17) 
1.2. The triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if and only if 
kernel V = {0} (3.18) 
for every point ~/ E F1 and 
kernel [G(V)~) 1 ={0} (3.19) 
for every point A c ~ for which (3.17) holds. 
II. If 
{AE ~:b(A) =0 and a(A) #0} #0, (3.20) 
then: 
II.1. The triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only if 
rank[TA- B U] = n and rank[G()~) U] = n (3.21) 
for every point "7 in the set 
F2 G\ S a(A) = ~,---;-4-7~ : )~e~ and b(A)¢O 
[o~A) J 
and every point A E ~ at which (3.17) holds, respectively. 
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II.2. The triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if and only if 
for every point ~/ c F2 and every point ~ E Yt at which (3.17) 
holds, respectively. 
Proof. We shall prove only 1.1 since the remaining assertions may be 
established in much the same way. The proof is divided into steps. 
Step 1. If the triple {A,B, U} is (a,b) controllable, then (3.16) holds 
for every point A E ~t that meets (3.17). 
Proof of Step 1. Suppose that {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable, and let 
u be any vector in (E n such that 
u*G(~) = 0 and u*U = 0 
for some point fl c ~ that meets condition (3.17). Then 
a(/3)u*G(a) = 5~(/3)u*B (andb(/3)u*G(a) = 5,(~3)u'A). 
Now choose a point a E fl such that G(a) is invertible and a(a) ¢ 0 
and observe that if 5~(fl) = O, then the conditions la(fl)I + Ib(fl)l > 0 and 
a(a) ~ 0 guarantee that a(fl) ¢ 0 and hence that u = O. On the other 
hand, if S~(fl) ¢ O,then 
= a(Z) 
for j = 0, 1,. . . .  Therefore the presumed controllability, as expressed in (3.8), 
forces u = 0 in this case also. This completes the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. If the triple {A,B, U} is (a,b) controllable, then (3.15) holds 
for every point y c F1. 
Proof of Step 2. Let u E C n be such that 
u* [A -~B U]=0.  
Then 
u*G(a) = {a(a)7 - b(a)}u*B, 
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for every point a E ~t, and hence, upon choosing a so that  a(a) ~ 0 and 
G(c~) is invertible, it follows readily that  a(c~)7 - b(c~) ¢ 0 by the choice of 
and that  
u*{BG(c~)-I}Ju = {a(c~)v - b(c~)}-Ju*U = 0 
for j = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1. Therefore u = 0 by the presumed controllability. 
Step 3. If {A, B, U} is not (a, b) controllable and if a is a point in ~ at 
which a(c~) ¢ 0 and G((~) is invertible, then there exists a nonzero vector 
v E C n such that  
v*U = 0 and {1 +/3b(a)}v*B =/3a(a)v*A, (3.23) 
for some point/3 E C. 
Proof of Step 3. Fix a point (~ c gt such that  G(~) is invertible and 
a(c~) ¢ 0. Then, by the negation of (3.8), there exists a nonzero vector 
u c C n such that  
u * { BG(c~)-I }Ju = 0 
fo r j=0, . . . ,n - l .  Let 
.h/'u = span{u*, u*BG(o~)-l,..., u*{BG(o~)- I}n-1}.  
Then, since AfuBG((~) -1 C_ Afu and AY~ ¢ {0}, there exists a nonzero vector 
v* E Af~ such that  
v*BG(a) -1 =/3v* 
(and of course v*U = 0 by the choice of u). But this is clearly equivalent 
to (3.23). 
Step 4. If (3.14) and the two rank conditions (3.15) and (3.16) hold, 
then the triple {A, B, U} is controllable. 
Proof of Step 4. If {A, B, U} is not controllable, then by Step 3 there 
exists a nonzero vector v C C n and a point a E ~2 with a(a) ~ 0 such 
that  (3.23) holds for some point/3 c C. Now if/3 = 0, then v*B = 0. But 
by (3.14), there exists a point w c ~ such that  a(w) = 0 and b(w) ~ O. 
Therefore 
u]=0, 
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which, by 3.16), is only viable if v = 0. Next, if ~ # 0, then 
v*A = 1 + fib(a) v'B, 
which again is only viable if v - 0 by either (3.16) or (3.15), since either 
1 + Zb(a) b(w) 
l~a(a) a(w) 
for some point w • ~ with a(w) ~ 0 or 
1 4- fib(a) 
for some point ~/ • F1. This completes the proof of Step 4, and so too the 
proof of 1.1. [] 
COROLLARY. If either (3.14) or (3.20) holds, then: 
(1) The triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable if and only if 
rank[B U] = n and rank[A-AB g]=n 
for every point )~ • C. 
(2) The triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable if and only if 
for every point )~ • C. 
and kerne l [Av  AB] =0 
Our next objective is to show that for minimal realizations of W, the 
domain of analyticity gtw of W in 
~w = {A • ~:  detG(A) ~ 0}. (3.24) 
This is the natural generalization to the present setting of the well-known 
fact that for a rational matrix-valued function F1 (~) with minimal realiza- 
tion (in traditional notation) 
FI(~) = D1 4- Cl()~In - A1)-1B1, 
the poles of FI(A) coincide with the spectrum of A1. It is convenient to 
first establish a preliminary lemma. The proof is adapted from the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 in [10]. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let V E C pxn, let G()~) = a()QA - b(A)B be an n x n 
matrix-valued function with det G(/k) ~ 0, and assume that the p x n matrix- 
valued function F()~) = VG()~) -1 has n linearly independent columns and 
is analytic at a point w C f~ where a(w) and b(w) are not both zero. Then 
G(w) is invertible. 
Proof. Let ( c ker G(w). Then 
F(x )a (x )~ = v~ = 0, 
as follows by first choosing ,k = w. 
Suppose now that a(w) ¢ O. Then 
a()~)F(,~)G(w)~ = 0 
and 
a(~,)F(A)a(~,)~ = O, 
and hence, as follows readily upon subtracting the second equation from 
the first, 
G(~)F(~)B~ = O. 
Since the zeros of the analytic function 5~ (A) are isolated, it follows further 
that 
F(a)B~ = 0. 
Therefore, by the presumed linear independeuce of the columns of F, 
B~ = 0, whereas G(w)~ = 0 by assumption. This in turn implies that 
A~ = 0 (this is where the assumption a(w) ¢ 0 comes into play) and hence 
that ~ c ker A N ker B = {0}. This proves that ker G(w) = {0} if a(w) ¢ 0. 
A similar argument leads to the same conclusion if b(w) =fl O. Therefore 
G(w) is invertible, as claimed. • 
For the sake of completeness, we add the companion "row result", which 
is proved in much the same way. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  det G(/k) ~ 0 and if the n x q matrix-valued function 
G(A) - IU  has n linearly independent rows and is analytic at a point w E f~ 
where a(w) and b(w) are not both zero, then G(w) is invertible. 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let W be a p x q matrix-valued function that admits a 
realization of the form (2.8) in which G(A) = a(A)A - b(A)B is of minimal 
size (i.e., n x n if degpW = n) and is invertible at a. Then W(A) is analytic 
at a point w • ~ such that [a(w)[ + [b(w)[ > 0 if and only if detG(w) ~ O. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.3 (which is applicable because of the pre- 
sumed (a, b) observability of the realization), it suffices to show that the 
domains of analyticity ~tF of F in ~t and ~tw of W in gt coincide: ~F = ~w.  
Since the inclusion ~tF C flW is self-evident, it remains only to establish 
the reverse inclusion. The proof rests on the presumed (a, b) controllability 
of the realization. By (2.13), 
W(A) = W(/3) + 5~(A)F(,\)G(a)G(/3)-'U 
for every pair of points A and /3 in ftF that meet condition (3.17). Let 
w E ftw. Then there exists an open deleted neighborhood A~ of w inside 
ft such that 5~(A) ~ 0 and G(A) is invertible for every point A C A~. 
Therefore, since 5~(w) ~ 0 for /3 c A~, ~here exists an cZ > 0 such that 
5~(A) ¢ 0 for [A - w[ _< E~. Thus 
W(A) - W(/3) = F(A)G(a)G( /3)_ IU 
~(~)  
is an analytic function of A for IA -w I < ¢~. Fix such a point/30 and choose 
a sufficiently small open neighborhood F of/3o such that G(/3) is invertible 
for /3 c F. Then by Lemma 3.2 and the presumed controllability, there 
exists a set of points /31,- • -,/3k and vectors ~1,. • •, ~k in C q with k N n 
such that 
k 
E G(/3J)-Iu?]J 
j=l 
= a(a)z  
for any preassigned choice of x E C n. But this implies that 
k 
F(A)x = E F(A)G(~)G(/3J)- Iu~j 
j= l  
is an analytic function of A for 
IA -  w I < min{s~j, j  = 1 , . . . , k} .  
Since x is arbitrary it follows that w E ftp, as claimed. This completes the 
proof. • 
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4. REPRODUCING KERNEL SPACES OF PAIRS 
In the sequel we are particularly interested in matrix-valued functions 
W(X) = D + ~(A)VG()Q-1U that are J unitary with respect o a given 
signature matrix J on ft0: 
W(A)*JW(.k) = ,J 
for A ¢ ft0. In general there is no a priori reason wh7 a given W(A) should 
meet this condition unless additional constraints are imposed on the ma- 
trices D, V, A, B, and U, which figure in the realization. This theme 
is developed and expanded upon (to include W(A) which are isometric, 
W*EpW = Eq, or coisometric, WEqW* = •p, on f~0 with respect o a 
given pair of signature matrices Ep and Eq) in the next section. Neverthe- 
less, it is always possible to "pair" any such square matrix-valued function 
W(A) with nonidentically vanishing determinant, with an associated part- 
ner W~(A) such that 
w(a)JW (a)* = J 
for A ¢ f~o. The theory that underlies uch pairings rests on the theory of 
finite-dimensional pair spaces. This is reviewed in Section 4.1. 
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 deal with the construction of an associated part- 
ner W~(A) for W(A) and some operator theoretical interpretations, respec- 
tively. 
4.1. Reproducing Kernel Spaces of Pairs 
Let .Ad L and MR be finite-dimensional vector spaces of m x 1 vector- 
valued functions that are analytic in an open nonempty subset A of C. The 
space Ad = AdL x MR is said to be a reproducing kernel pair space (or 
space of pairs) with respect o a sesqnilinear form [ , ]~ if there exist a 
pair (K~(A), K~(A)) of m x m matrix-valued functions uch that for every 
choice of c~ E A and u E C m the following two conditions hold: 
(1) KRu C AdR and 
for every g E J~,4L. 
(2) KL~u E AdL and 
[g, K2u]M = u*g(w) (4.1) 
[K u, = (4.2) 
for every h C MR. 
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It follows readily from (4.1) and (4.2) that: 
(1) The reproducing kernel pair is unique; i.e., if (M L, M R) is a second 
reproducing kernel pair for A4, then 
M~ = K~ L and M R = K2. 
(2) K (Z) = 
(3) dim J~L  = dim MR. 
For ease of exposition we have formulated the definitions for vector- 
valued functions that are analytic in A. The same definitions work for 
vector-valued functions that are meromorphic n A except hat then equal- 
ity is only required at points of analyticity. 
In the present finite-dimensional setting -]~L [resp. MR] is generated by 
the span of the columns of an m x n matrix-valued function FL [resp. FR] 
with linearly independent columns. Then for any invertible n x n matrix P, 
Hermitian or not, the space M = J~L × J~R endowed with the sesquilinear 
product 
[FLG FR~]~ = ~*P~ (4.3) 
is readily seen to be a reproducing kernel pair space with 
g~(~) =&(~)p-1FR(~)* (4.4) 
and 
K2(~) =FR(~)P-*FL@)*. (4.5) 
From these formulas it also follows that 
A~L = span{KL~} and MR = span{KR~}, 
where ~ runs over  C p and w varies over a nonempty open subset of the 
domain of analyticity of FL and FR in A. 
It is important o bear in mind that even though KL~ E A~L [resp. 
K~ E MR], it is not the reproducing kernel for ./~L [resp. MR]. In fact, if 
and 
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for some pair of positive definite matrices PL and PR, then the reproducing 
kernels for A4L and A/JR are equal to 
-1  * FL(A)P L FL(W) and FR(A)P~FR(w)  *, 
respectively. These expressions will not agree with EL(A) and E~(A), re- 
spectively, unless P-*PL = p~lp  and FL = FRP~IP.  
THEOREM 4.1. Let p,~()Q = a()~)a(w)* - b(A)b(w)* belong to 7~a and 
let .44 L and A/~R be n-dimensional vector spaces of m × 1 vector-valued 
meromorphie functions in ~ that are spanned by the columns of the m × n 
matrix-valued functions 
FL(/k) = VL{a(A)AL-  b(A)BL} -1 and FR(A) : VR{a(A)AR-b( I )BR} -1, 
respectively. Let P be an invertible n × n matrix (Hermitian or not), and 
let J be any m × m signature matrix (i.e., J = J* and J J* = Ira). Then 
the space .A4 = ME × .AIR endowed with the sesquilinear form (4.3) is a 
reproducing kernel pair space with reproducing kernel pair ( EL ( ;~ ), E~ ( ;~ )) 
specified by (4.4) and (4.5). The kernels EL(A) and ERw ()Q can be expressed 
in the form 
J -  WL(A)JWvt(w)* (4.6) 
and 
K2( ) = J - (4.7) 
respectively, if and only if P is a solution of the matrix equation 
AI~PAL - BRPBL = V~JVL. (4.8) 
The m × m matrix-valued functions WL(A) and WR(A), which intervene 
in (4.6) and (4.7) are meromorphic in ~. I f#  and #' are reflections (i.e., 
p,(#')  = O) such that FL is analytic at # and FR is analytic at #', then WL 
and WR are uniquely specified by the fo~vnulas 
WL(A) = {I,~ - p,,( i~)FL(A)P-1FR(#')*J}CL (4.9) 
and 
WR(/k) = {Im -- pu()~)FR(A)P-*FL(#)*J}C~ (4.10) 
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up to a pair of constant m x m matrix factors CL = WL(/-t)  and CR = 
WR(#O on the right, which are subject o the constraint 
CLJC~ = J. (4.11) 
Theorem 4.1 and more general versions thereof are established in [7]. 
4.2. Pairing 
In this subsection we show how to associate a reproducing kernel space 
of pairs with every p x p matrix-valued meromorphic function W in ~ with 
det W(A) ~ 0 that admits a realization of the form (2.8). In particular, 
we deduce a formula for Wr in terms of the components in the realization 
(2.8) for W; W and W~ may then be identified with the pair WL and WR, 
in either order. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let W be a p × p matrix-valued meromorphic function in 
that admits a realization of the form (2.8) for some point a E ~w at 
which both D = W(a)  and G(a) are invertible. Let 
X = A - b(a)UD-tV,  (4.12) 
= B - a(a)UD-1V, (4.13) 
and 
Then 
G(A) := a (A)A-  b(A)B = G(A) + 6a(A)UD-1V. (4.14) 
G(a) = G(a) (4.15) 
is invertible. Moreover. 
(1) G(A) is invertible and 
W(A) -1 = D -1 _ 5a(A)D-1V~(A) - IUD -1 (4.16) 
at every point A E ~w at which both W(A) and G(A) are invertible. 
(2) The realization (4.16) for W(A) -1 is minimal if and only if the real- 
ization (2.8) for W(A) is minimal. 
Proof. The first main assertion is immediate from Lemma 2.6, upon 
making the requisite identifications. The second assertion is a standard 
argument hat rests on the fact that G(A) and G(A) are matrix-valued 
functions of the same size and {W(A)- I}- I  _ W(A). • 
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If a(A) = 1 and b(A) = ,k, then formula (4.16..) agrees with formula (2.2) of 
[13], as it should. If also a = 0, then G(0) = A = A is invertible and hence 
the formulas for W and W -1 can be reexpressed in the more familiar forms 
W()~) = D + )~K(I - AM) - Iu ,  
and 
W(A) -1 = D-1  _ AD-1K( I _  AM×)- IUD -1, 
where 
K = VA -1, M = BA -1, M × = BA -1 = M-UD-1K.  
A point /V EFt  is said to be a reflection of the point /k E ~ with 
respect to p if p~, (/k) = 0. In this general setting a point may have many 
reflections. A subset A of ~ is said to be symmetric with respect to p if' 
every point A E A has at least one reflection in A. For the classical choices 
p~(A) = 1 - Aw* and P~o()~) = -2rri(A - w*), A' = l/A* (if A # 0) and 
A' = A*, respectively. For these choices of p~ (A), every point A E C (except 
A = 0 in the first case) has exactly one reflection. On the other hand, if 
p~o(k) = -2rc i (k - w*)(1 - kw*), then every point A E C except A = 0 and 
)~ = +1 has exactly two reflections: A = l/A* and A = k*. If k = :kl then 
these two reflections coincide. For more information on this example see [6]. 
It is perhaps worth emphasizing that  even though a point k E ~ may have 
several reflections with respect o p,0(A), the ratio a(A)/b()~) = a()C)/b(iV) 
(when meaningful) is independent of the choice of A'. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let W be a p × p matrix-valued meromorphic funct ion 
in ~ that admits a realization of the form (2.8) for  some point a E f~w 
at which both D = W(a)  and G(oe) are invertible. Suppose further  that c~ 
admits a reflection a'  E ~ such that 
a(a)a(a' )*  = b(a)b(a')* ¢ O, 
let J be a signature matrix, and let 
Dr  = JD-* J ,  V~ = JD-*U* ,  U~ = V*D-* J ,  
b(a') A. b(a') ~ .  G~(A) = a()QA~ - b(A)B~. A~-  a -~B , B~-  a( )* ' 
Then the matrix-valued funct ion 
W~(A) = D~ - ~ , (A)V~G~() , ) - Iu~ (4.17) 
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is a partner for W()~): 
W(A) JW~(A' )*  = J 
for every point )~ c f~ that admits a reflection )~' E f~ such that W(A)  
and G()~) are both invertible, and 5a(A) and 5a,(A') are both nonzero. (In 
particular, we may take ~' = )~ for )~ E f~o.) 
Proof. The definition of partner implies that 
W~()~) = JW()~' ) - * J  
providing that the indicated inverse exists. Granting this for the moment, 
it is then clear from the last lemma that 
w~(~) = D~ - G(~')*V~O(~') -*G.  (4.18) 
Next, by repeated use of the identities 
a(a)a(a')* = b(a)b(a')* and a()~)a(;~')* = b(~)b()~')*, 
it is readily checked that 
5a(A')*a()~)A~r = -Sa,(,~)b(,V)*/~*, 
6~(A')*b()~)B~ = -5,~,(A)a(.k')*.4*, 
and hence that 
~(a ' ) *c~(a)  = G,(~)d(~')*.  (4.19) 
The desired formula (4.17) now follows easily from (4.18) and (4.19). 
Now, having obtained a formula (or more precisely a candidate for a 
formula) for Wr(A), it is readily checked via (4.19) and Lemma 4.1 that 
both W(A) and W.(A') are well defined (i.e., both G(A) and G.(A') are 
invertible) under the stated assumptions. A straightforward calculation 
then serves to verify that W(~)JW~r(A')* = J, as claimed. • 
Formula (4.17) is a realization for W.(),), which is centered at the 
point a'. A realization for W~(,X), which is centered at the point c~, is 
readily obtained from (2.13): 
W,r(A) = W~(o 0 - 5,~(A)V=G~(A)-IG~(o/)G=(oO-1U,~ 
= b~ + ~( : , )v ,~a , , ( :~) - 'G ,  (4.20) 
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with 
and 
D. = W,~(o~) = D,~ - ~,(c~)V,,G,~(c~)-~U. 
5.3. Supplementary Remarks 
We remark that formula (4.8) is the upper left-hand corner of the more 
general formula 
b(a)UR * [AoL b(a)UL ][o o] 1 
[B: a(a)UR]*[PoDR J 0j][BL a(a)ULDE 1 (4.21) 
or, in a self-evident notation, 
AR 0 
This formula is equivalent to the functional identity 
J - WR(W)*JWL(A) = p~(A)U~Ga(w)-*GR(a)*PGL(a)GL(A)-IUL 
(4.23) 
when P is invertible and the realizations WL(A) and Wa(A) are both cen- 
tered at c~ and minimal. 
Similar considerations apply to the formula 
ALQA~ - BLQB~ = ULJU~, (4.24) 
which is the upper left-hand corner of the block identity 
0 0 * 
= [a(B)vL D UL ] [QO 0j] [a(B)RvR DU:] * (4.25) 
Formula (4.25) is equivalent to the fundamental identity 
g - WL(A)JWR(w)* = Rw(A)VLGL(A)-IGL(O~)QGR(O~)*GR(Ud)-*V~ 
(4.26) 
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when Q is invertible and the realizations for WL(~ ) and WR(A) are both 
centered at a and minimal. Variations on these two themes are explored in 
great detail in the next section. 
From another point of view, (4.21) and (4.22) are equivalent o the 
operator identity 
wherein 
A= [0 A b(a)U] and B= [ B a(~)DU ] 
X,~ V 
(4.27) 
the space 
7:' 
This rule is meaningful because in terms of the given minimal realization 
WL(A) = DL + 5~(A)VLGL(A)-IUL, 
ML = span{FL(A)u : u E C '~} 
wherein FL(A) = VLGL(A) -1, and a comparable set of formulas hold for 
WR(A) and MR. The main calculations are 
AL: FL(~)u -~ FL(~)ALCL(~)-lu, 
BL: FL(A)u --+ FL(A)BLGL(a)-lu, 
uL: ~ c c p ~ FL()~)UL~, 
YI~: FI~(~)~ ~ FL(~)u, 
and 
DL: ~ --+ DL~, 
plus of course the corresponding set with sub L replaced by sub R. 
are defined in terms of the operators A , . . . ,  D,  which are specified in the 
formulas (2.17)-(2.21), and .AL, •L and .AR, BR denote the corresponding 
operators based on the minimal realizations WL(A) and WR(A) (both of 
which are centered at a), respectively; i.e., the same formulas hold providing 
that the appropriate subscripts are added. Here the sesquilinear form in 
(4.27) is defined on the pair space P = (A/tL G C p) x (MR G C p) by the 
rule 
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5. ISOMETRIES AND COISOMETRIES 
In this section we study p × q matrix-valued functions 
= D + 
which are either isometric, W*EpW = Eq, or coisometric, WEqW* = Ep, 
with respect o the pair of signature matrices Ep and Eq, on ~t0. We also 
consider the case in which p = q and ~p : ~-]~q : J ,  and hence W is J 
unitary on ~0- 
To avoid repetition it is convenient at this point to summarize a number 
of the basic assumptions that will be invoked in whole or in part in the 
sequel. 
(A1) W(A) is a p x q matrix-valued function that admits a realization of 
the form (2.8) in which G(A) = a()QA - b()QB is an n × n matrix- 
valued function that is invertible at the point c~ E ~. (It is not 
assumed here that this realization is minimal.) 
(A2) The point a referred to in (A1) admits a reflection a '  E ~w such 
that 
a((~)a(a')* = b((~)b(c~')* ~ O. 
(A3) The realization (2.8) is minimal, i.e., degpW = n. 
(A4) W(A) is square, i.e., p = q. 
If detG(A) ~ 0, then there always exists a point (~ E ~ such that 
det G((~) ~ 0 and (A2) holds; see the discussion surrounding (1.2). 
5. I. Isometries 
Let 
and let 
H( )Q = b( )~)A* - a( i~)B* (5.1) 
 =I0 1 l /52/ ' V 
0 
be defined in terms of the entries in (2.8). Operators of the form (5.2) and 
(5.3) were introduced in [1] to study the colligations associated with a class 
of infinite-dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. 
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and 
LEMMA 5.1. If W satisfies assumption (A1), then 
a()()*H(~) = b()QG(~')*, 
b()~')*H()~) = a(A)G()()*, 
5,(A')*H(£) = p~(A)a(A')*, 
(5.a) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
W#(A) = D* + po()~)U*H()~)-'V* (5.7) 
at every point )~ C ~ at which the indicated inverse exists ((5.6) guarantees 
that det H(£) ~ 0). 
Proof. The first two formulas are easily verified and lead easily to the 
third. The final formula now drops out from the definition of W #, 
W#(A) = W(A')* = D* + 5~()~')*U*G(A')-*V*, 
and (5.6). • 
It is convenient to let 
= {~ c fl wh ich  admit  at least one reflection/~ C i-/}, 
and  correspondingly to let 
(~w) -  -- {~ E ~w wh ich  admit  at least one reflection A~ E ~w}.  
Clearly ~ D ~/0 and  is closed under  reflections, as is (g/w)-. In the sequel 
we  shall deal extensively with p x p matrix-valued functions that are J 
unitary in the sense that 
W(A)JW()~')* = J 
for every point ~ E (~tw)- (or equivalently for every point ~ C Ftw N gt0). 
Note that this forces W()() to be the same for all reflections ~ of ~. 
LEMMA 5.2. I fW satisfies assumption (A1), and if 
for some choice of P C C nx~, Ep C C pxp, and Eq E C qxq, then 
r~q - WGo)*EpW(~ ) = p~o(~)u*aGo)-*a(c~)*pa(c~)a(),)-lg (5.9) 
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fi)r every pair of points A and w at which the indicated inverses exist. In 
particular 
w#(~)r,w(A) =~ (5.1o) 
for every point A Eft at which G(A) and G(A') are both invertible. More- 
over, if p = q and if Eq (and so too Ev) is invertible and the triple { A, B, U} 
is (a, b) controllable, then 
dim 7~(W) = rank P. (5.11) 
If the realization for W is minimal, then P is invertible. 
Proof. To begin with it is readily checked that (5.8) is equivalent to 
the four identities 
A*PA - B*PB = V*EpV, 
U*PH(a)* = D*EpV, 
H(Q')PU = V*EpD, 
p~(~)U*PU + D*EpD = Eq. 
(5.12) 
(5.1a) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Next, with the aid of (5.12) (5.15) it is readily seen that 
- 6~(w)*H(a)PG(A)  - 6~(A)G(w)*PH(a)*  
- 6~ (~)* 6~ (~)Y* Zp V} a(~)-i  U 
for every pair of points A and w at which the indicated inverses exist and, 
hence, upon reexpressing G and H in terms of A and B and invoking (5.12), 
that the term inside the curly brackets 
{.. .} = p . (A)a(~)*Pc(~) ,  
by a lengthy but straightforward calculation. Formulas (5.9) and (5.10) are 
now clear. Finally, since 
b(w)pw, (A) = -a(w')*6w (A) (5.16) 
for every point ~ C ~, it follows from (5.9) and (5.10) that 
b(w)W(w')*Ep W(A) - W(w) = a(w,) ,U,G(w,)_ ,G(a) ,pG(a)G(A)_ lV"  
~(~) 
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Thus if p = q and Eq is invertible, then so is Ep by (5.10) (as are W(w) 
and W(w') whenever G(w) and G(w') are invertible), and hence 
Tit(W) = span{¢* a(w')*U*G(wZ)-*G(c~)*PG(a)G(A)-lU}, 
where ~ runs over C n and w' runs over those points in ~ at which G(w') is 
invertible. Therefore, by the presumed controllability and Lemma 3.2, 
Tir(W) = span{x*PG(a)G(A)-lU : x e Cn}. 
This serves to establish (5.11), since the rows of G(A)- IU are linearly 
independent by the presumed controllability. Finally, if the realization 
for W is minimal, then dimT~r(W) = n and so (5.11) forces P to be 
invertible. • 
Much the same sort of analysis leads to the following auxiliary conclu- 
sion, which is therefore stated without proof. 
LEMMA 5.3. If W satisfies assumption (A1), and if 
(5.17) 
for some choice of Q E C n×n, Ep E C pxp, and Eq E C qxq, then 
Ep - W(A)EqW(w)* = po~(A)VG(A)-IG(a)QG(a)*G(w)-*V * (5.18) 
for every pair of points A and w at which the indicated inverses exist. In 
particular 
W(A)r~qW#(A) = r~p (5.19) 
for every point A c ~ at which G(A) and G(A') are both invertible. More- 
over, if p = q and Ep (and so too Eq) is invertible and the triple {V, A, B} 
is (a, b) observable, then 
dim 7¢c(W) = rank Q. (5.20) 
If the realization for W is minimal, then Q is invertible. 
Let 
 r(W) 
: closed linear span{~/"Eq-  W(w)*EpW(A) } p~ (A) : aJ C f~w and 77 E C q 
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and 
~c(w)  
=closed  linear span{ ~p - W(A)NqW(w)* } p~(A) ~:w E f twand~ • C p . 
If the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are met, then by (5.9) and the corollary to 
Theorem 2.2, 
~r(W) C {y*PG(a)G(A)- Iu : y • C'~}, 
with equality if and only if the triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable. On 
the other hand, if the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3 are met, then by (5.18) 
and the corollary to Theorem 2.2, 
~c(w)  c {vc(~) - la (~)Qx : x • c '~} 
with equality if and only if the triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable. 
If equality prevails in both of these inclusions, then the realization (2.8) 
is minimal. Moreover, 
](~r(W) C {y*G( /~) - Iu  : y E C n} = ~'~r(W), 
]~c(W) ~ {VG( ,~) - lx  :x  • C n} : ~'~c(~/V), 
dim/Cr(W) = rankP,  dim/C¢(W) = rankQ, 
and 
dimTCr(W) = d im~c(W) = n. 
One or more of these last two inclusions may be proper. 
The following example, which is adapted from [8], is instructive. Let 
W(A) =[1 A 3 A2], a(A) = 1, b(A) =A,  
and fix a point a E C. Then it is readily checked that W(A) admits a 
realization of the form (2.8) with 
D= [1 a 3 a2], V - [1  0 0], 
[i °1 Iixi] [i i] A= 1 , B = 0 , U = -a  ° 0 0 1 
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Thus G(a) is clearly invertible for every choice of a • C. This realization 
is minimal since ~r ---- /Ac ---- 3. Moreover, upon setting 
~p = 1 and P.q = 1 , 
0 - 
it is easily seen that (5.17) is uniquely solved by the choice 
140 
0 
Q=/~ 2 0 
A lengthy but straightforward calculation then serves to verify that (5.18) 
and (5.19) hold, as they should. 
Next, since 
2~ - w(),)r~qW@)* = ,x2 .2  ' 
p~(~) 
it follows that 
~c(W) = {~2x:x • c}. 
The same conclusion is obtained from (5.18): since the triple {V, A, B} is 
observable, (5.18) implies that 
)i~c(W ) = {VG(A) - IG(ot )Qx  :x  • C3}, 
and hence, as 
VG(A)-IG(ol)Q=A2[o1.2 0 1], 
that 
ICc(W) ={A2[a .2 0 1 ]x :xEC 3} 
= {~2z:x  E C}. 
Thus /Co(W) is a one-dimensional space that is not r(a, b; a) invariant. 
This (perhaps) somewhat surprising conclusion stems from the fact that 
~_ (~"]p) # ~-- (~"]q). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let )']p E C p×p and ~"]~q E C q×q be a pair of signature 
matrices such that #_(Ep) = #_(Eq), and suppose that the p × q matrix- 
valued function W ( A ) satisfies assumption (A1), that dimTEc(W) < c~, and 
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that 
w(~)~qw(~)* = ~, ,  
49 
wherein 
and 
G(~) = EWll - W12W/'221W21 W 2W2-2 I ] 
-W~1W21 Vv'22 1 ()~) 
is well defined. The supplementary formulas 
~p - W(A)SqW(~)* = Z(A) Zp - a(A)~(~)* Z(~)* 
p~(~) P~(~) 
~(A)- ~(~)[ It 0 ] w(~) - w(~)  : z(~) 
6~(~) ~ZZ) w~,(~) w~(~) 
z(~) = r/z~ ~W12~ 1 
0 W22(~ ) ] '  L 
]'or every point A C f~w N ~o. Then 
~:c(w) = nc(w). 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 
2p = - Ik  - Ik  " 
Then, since/Co(W) c ~c(W) and dim ~c(W) < oo, the kernel 
Kw(~ ) = ~,  - w(~)xqW(~)* 
p~(~) 
has at most finitely many negative squares. Therefore, if W(A) is parti- 
tioned into the block form 
w(~) = [W,l(a) w12(a)] 
with WH(A) E C ~×t and W22(A) E C k×k, it follows from (1) in Theorem 
6.8 of [2], that det W22(A) ~ 0. Thus the Potapov Ginzburg transform 
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are easily verified by straightforward calculation. Since detW22(A)  ~ 0, 
these identities serve to identify 
~Cc(W) = Z(~)~Cc(~) 
and 
ndw) = z(~)u¢(~) ,  
where (in a self-evident extension of the notation) we have set 
ICc(a) = span{ Ip - a(A)Iq~r(w)* } p~(A) ( : w E fro and~ E C p 
and 
T~c(~)= span{a(A)~A~(W)r/:wE ~a, 'a(w)' + 'b(w)' > Oandrl E Cq} • 
Since #_ (Ip) = #_ (Iq) = 0, it follows from the corollary to Theorem 6.5 in 
[2] that 
Therefore 
nc(W) = z(~)nc(~) c z(~)~(o) = ~dw) ,  
which serves to establish equality, since the opposite inclusion is already 
known. • 
5.2. J Unitary W 
THEOREM 5.2. Let W ( A ) be a matrix-valued function that satisfies as- 
sumptions (A1)-(A4) for some point a E ( ~w) -and  also meets the identity 
W#(~)dW(~)  = d (5.21) 
at every point A E (f~w)- for some p × p signature matrix J. Then there 
exists a pair of n × n invertible matrices P and Q such that 
(5.22) A* A= B, 
0 0 J 
0 --, 
(5.23) 
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and 
G(o~)QG(c~)*P = G(o~)*PG(c~)Q = I,~. (5.24) 
Theorem 5.2 is a special case of the following more general theorem, 
which can be proved with essentially no extra effort. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let WL(,k) and WR(A) be a pair of matrix-valued func- 
tions that satisfy assumptions (A1)-(A4) at a common point a ¢ f~, and 
meet the identity 
WL(A)JWR# ()~) = J (5.25) 
for every point ;~ ¢ (fIWL)-N ( f lWa)- for  some p x p signature matrix J. 
Then there exists a pair of n x n invertible matrices P and Q such that 
and 
GL(a)QGR(O~)*P = In. (5.2s) 
Proof. Since ~ is a reflection of ),', formula (5.25) implies that 
WR()~)JWL#(X) = J 
for /~ E (ftwL)-n (ftwR)- and hence that WL Inay be identified as the 
partner (WR)~ of WR, i.e., 
wL(~) = (wR).(~). 
In order to keep the typography simple, we abbreviate (WR)~(A) by W~(A) 
for the rest of this proof. Because of the last identity, formulas (2.8) for WL 
and (4.17) for W~ = (Wa)r yield minimal realizations for the same matrix- 
valued function. Thus as GL (ct') is invertible by Theorem 3.6, formula (2.13) 
implies that 
wL (~) = wL (~') + ~,, (~)vL ¢L (~)- 1GL (~)CL (~')- 1UL, 
whereas by (4.17) 
W~(A) = D~ - ~a , ( ,~)Vr~( )~) - lu r ,  
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where the terms in the last formula are spelled out in the statement of 
Theorem 4.2, applied to WR. The matrix DR is invertible because WR(a) 
is invertible. Clearly 
WL(C/) = D,~ = JDR*J ,  
which upon setting A = a'  in (2.8) implies that 
DRJDL* + 5c,(a ,)DRJVLGL(a. , ) -1UL = J. (5.29) 
Moreover, by Theorem 3.3 there exist a unique pair of invertible matrices 
X and Y such that 
VLY = V,, -X -1GL(O~)GL(O~t) - IUL  = U~r, 
A,~ = X-1ALY ,  B,~ = X-1BLY .  
Upon substituting for V., U., A.,  and B~, one obtains the formulas 
U~ = DRJVLY  , (5.30) 
Vl~ -X -  1GL (oI)GL (Ott) -1 * • = ULJDR, (5.31) 
XG~-(A) = GL(A)Y, (5.32) 
A~ = k{B~t - a(a)*V~DR*U~} = X-1ALY ,  (5.33) 
and 
where 
B~ = k{A~t - b(a)*V~ D~t*U~} = X-1BL  Y, 
k = b(a' ) /a(a)* ,  
for short. 
The rest of the proof is divided into steps. 
Step 1. 
G~(A) = -k{Ha(A)  + p~(A)V~DR*U~} 
for every point A C ft. 
Proof of Step 1. By definition, 
G~(A) = a(A)A~ - b(A)B~ 
= a(A)k{B~ - a(a)*V~D{t*U~} 
-b (  A )k { A~t - b(~)*V~ DR*U~} 
= k{a(A)B~ - b(A)A~t - p~(A)V~DR*U~} 
= -k{HR(A) + p~(A)V~DR*U~}. 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
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Step  2. -k2eR(OL)*e~(o l ' )  -1  = I n . 
Proof of Step 2. By definition, 
-k2Gn(a)  * = -k  b(a') {a(a)*A~ - b(a)*B~} 
= -k{b(a ' )A~ - a(a')B~} 
= -kHn(a ' )  
= 
by Step 1. 
Step 3. 
Proof of Step 3. 
2A, after first expressing G~ in terms of HR, as in Step 1. 
Step 4. 
Proof of Step 4. 
case of (5.16).) 
Step 5. 
• , -1 • = BRG~(a)  AR ' (5.37) ARG~r(c~ ) BR • , -1 * 
This is established in just the same way as Lemma 
b(a')pa(a) = 5a(a')a(a)*. (5.38) 
This is an elementary computat ion.  (It is also a special 
Formulas (5.29), (5.30), and (5 .32) imply  that  
D~JDL + p~(o~)U~PUL = J (5.39) 
with 
P = kGTr(OL/)-lX -1 = ]gy--1GL(OL/)--I. (5.40) 
Proof of Step 5. Substitute (5.30) into (5.29) to obtain 
D~JDL + ~(C~')U~Y-1GL(C~')-IUL = J. 
By (5.40) (which rests on (5.32)) and Step 4, the second term on the left 
is equal to 
5 ( ')k-Iu PUL = p ( )U PUL. 
Step 6. Formulas (5.30) and (5.32) imply that  
D~JVL = U~PHL(~)*. (5.41) 
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Proof of Step 6. By (5.30) and (5.32), 
D~JVL = URY -1  
= U~tG,~(a')-IX-1GL(a' ) 
= k - lU~P{a(a ' )AL  - b(a')BL}, 
which is readily seen to reduce to (5.41), since p~(a') = O. 
Step 7. Formulas (5.31) and (5.32) and Step 5 imply that 
VFtJDL = HR(a)PUL. (5.42) 
Proof of Step 7. By (5.31) and (5.32), 
* =-X  GL(a)GL(a)  ULJD R V~ - - i  t --1 * 
= -G~ (a)Y-  1GL (a ' ) -  1U L JD~ 
= -k - IG , (a )PUL JD~.  
Next, by successive applications of Steps 1 and 5, the last identity can be 
reexpressed as 
* * - - .  * * 
V~ = HR(a)PULJD~ + p~(a)V~D a U~PULJDR 
= - DRJDL}JDR,  HR(a)PULJD~ + V~D~*{J * * 
which is equivalent to (5.42). 
Step 8. Formulas (5.30), (5.33), and (5.34) imply that 
A~t PAL - B~t P BL = V~ JVL. (5.43) 
Proof of Step 8. By (5.33) and (5.34), 
kA~Grr(a')- lA~ - kB~GTr(a')- lB~ 
= kA~G~(a ' ) - IX -1ALY  - kB~G~(a ' ) - IX -1BLY  
= { A R P A L  - -  BRPBL}Y.  
At the same time, with the help of Steps 3 and 2, the left-hand side of the 
last formula is readily seen to reduce to 
-k2GR(O~)*G~r(o/)-IV~ DR*U~ = V~t DR*U ~. 
Therefore 
* * ~r*r~-*rr*y-1 ARPA L - BRPB L = vR~ R ~n~ , 
which yields the desired result via (5.30). 
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Step 9 completes the proof. 
Proof of Step 9. Formulas (5.39), (5.41), (5.42), and (5.43) are clearly 
equivalent o (5.26). 
The identity (5.27) with 
Q = - kGL (a) -1  X = - kYG~ (a) - i  (5.44) 
is verified in much the same way. In particular, it follows from the formula 
D~ = WL(a') that 
* / I - - i  * J = DL JD  a + 5~(a )VLGL(a ) ULJD R 
and hence by (5.31) and (5.38) that 
J = DL JD~ + p~(a)VLQV~. (5.45) 
Next, by (5.31) and the formula 
GL(a') = kilL(a)*, (5.46) 
it is readily seen that 
g , * * a(a) QV~ = ULJD R. (5.47) 
On the other hand, by (5.30) and (5.36), 
* - -1  * UR = -k  DRJVLQG, (a  ) 
= DRJVLQHR(a ) + pc,(o~)DRJVLQV~D R U~, 
which, with the help of (5.45), is readily seen to reduce to 
DLJU~ = VLQHR(a). (5.48) 
Next, since XA~ = ALY  and XB~ = BLY,  it follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
ALGL(a) - IXB~ = BLGL(a) - IXA~,  
which, upon invoking the definitions of A.,  B. ,  and Q, reduces to 
* - * * * D - *  * ALQA R BLQB R = HE(a) QV~ R U~. 
By (5.47) this can be rewritten as 
ALQA~ - BLQB~ = ULJUfi. (5.49) 
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It is now a simple matter to check that the four identities (5.45), (5.47)- 
(5.49) are equivalent to (5.27). 
Finally, (5.28) is readily verified via the definitions (5.40) and (5.44) and 
Step 2. • 
THEOREM 5.4. I f  the matrix-valued function W(A) satisfies assump- 
tions (A1)-(A4) and if W(a)  and G(a') are invertible and J is a p × p 
signature matrix, then Eq. (5.22), 
has at most one solution P. It is automatically both invertible and 
Hermitian. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.2 and the presumed minimality of the re- 
alization, every solution P of Eq. (5.22) is invertible. Therefore we may 
suppose from the outset that Eq. (5.22) admits an invertible solution P. 
Then by Lemma 5.2 with ~'~p = Y]q = J ,  
W()~)JW#()~) = J 
for every point A E (Qw)-.  Therefore W(A) = W~(A) and hence, since the 
realizations 
and 
= + 
W~(A) = D~ - 6~,(A)V,,G~(;~)-IU~ 
are both minimal, Theorem 3.3 guarantees the existence of a unique pair 
of matrices X and Y such that 
-XU~ = G(a)G(a ' ) - IU ,  XA~ = AY, XB~ = BY, 
The strategy of the proof is to show that the choices 
X = p - lkG~(a l )  -1 and Y = kG(a ' ) - lP  -1 
VY= V~. 
(5.50) 
work. The asserted uniqueness of P then emerges from the uniqueness of 
X and Y once the point a'  is fixed. The tools are formulas (5.39) and 
(5.41)-(5.43), which are equivalent o (5.22) when .AR = fl, L = ,4 and 
~R = /3L ---- B. The proof is divided into steps. 
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Step 1. VY  = V~. 
Proof of Step 1. By definition, 
V~y -1 = k- I  JD-*U*PG(c~ ') 
= . ID-*U*PH(a)*,  
which is clearly equal to V by (5.41). 
Step 2. XA~ = AY  andXB~ =BY.  
Proof of Step 2. By definition and formula (5.46), 
A~Y -~ = {B* - a(a)*Y*D-*U*}PG(a ' )  
= B*PG(a' )  - a(a)*kV*D-*U*PH(a)* .  
Therefore, by successive applications of (5.41), (5.43), and (5.36), 
A~Y -1 = B*PG(a' )  - b(c~')V*JV 
= B*P{a(a ' )A  - b(a')B} - b(c~'){A*PA - B*PB} 
= -H(a ' )PA  
-_ k - lG~(~' )pA  
= X-1A,  
as needed. 
The proof of the second assertion goes through in exactly the same 
way. 
Step 3. 
= -1  
for every choice of A E f~. 
Proof of Step 3. By Step 2, 
XG~(A) = G(A)Y. 
The rest is immediate upon substituting the chosen recipes for X and Y. 
Step 4. XU~ = -G(a)G(a ' ) - lV .  
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Proof of Step 4. By definition, 
-x - l c (c~)a(cet ) - lu  = -k-lG~r(C~t)PC(c~)C(c~')-lu. 
By Step 3 with )~ = a, followed by successive applications of (5.36), (5.42), 
and (5.39), the right-hand side of the last formula can be rewritten as 
-k - lG ,~(a)PU = H(a)PU + pc~(a)Y*D-*U*PU 
= V* JD + V*D-*{ J -  D* JD} 
= V*D-* J  
: U~, 
as claimed. 
Step 5. P is unique andP=P* .  
Proof of Step 5. The preceding four steps guarantee that the chosen X 
and Y (which are defined in terms of any invertible solution P of (5.22)) 
do indeed satisfy (5.50). Therefore, since there is only one such choice of X 
and Y by Theorem 3.3, there is at most one invertible solution P of (5.22). 
Since P* is also an invertible solution of (5.22) whenever P is, it follows 
that P = P*. This completes the proof of the step and the theorem. • 
THEOREM 5.5. If the matrix-valued function W()~) satisfies assump- 
tions (A1)-(A4), and if also W(a)  and G(c/) are invertible and J is a 
p × p signature matrix, then Eq. (5.23), 
has at most one solution Q. It is automatically both invertible and Hezvni- 
tian. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.3 and the presumed minimality of the re- 
alization, every solution Q of Eq. (5.23) is invertible. Therefore we may 
suppose from the outset that Eq. (5.23) admits an invertible solution Q. 
Then by Lemma 5.3 with Ep = Eq = J,  
W(A)JW#()~) = J 
for every point )~ C ( f tw)- .  Therefore, just as in the first few lines of the 
proof of the preceding theorem, there exists a unique pair of matrices X 
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and Y such that (5.50) holds. The strategy of the rest of the proof is to 
show that the choice 
X = -k - lG(a )Q and Y = -k - lQG,~(a)  
works. The verification is divided into steps that go through much as before 
except that now we use the formulas (5.45) and (5.47)-(5.49) with the 
subscripts L and R deleted instead of (5.39) and (5.41)-(5.43). 
Step 1. xu~ = -G(~)c (~ ' ) - lu .  
Proof of Step 1. By definition, 
-G(a ' )G(~) - IXU~ = H(~)*QV*D-* J .  
The rest is immediate from (5.47). 
Step 2. XA~ = AY  and XB~ =BY.  
Proof of Step 2. By definition 
XA,~ - AY  = -k - IG(a)QA,~ + k-IAQG,~(a) 
= -k - l{a(a )A  - b(a)B}QA~ + k - lAQ{a(a)A~ - b(a)B~} 
= b(a )k - l{BQd~ - AQB,~} 
= b(a)BQ{B* - a(a)*V*D-*U*} 
- b(a)AQ{A* - b(a)*Y*D-*U*} 
= b(a){BQB* - AQA*} + b(a)H(a)*QV*D-*U*.  
But this is clearly equal to zero, thanks to (5.47) and (5.49). This completes 
the proof of the first assertion. The second goes through in much the same 
way. 
Step 3. VY  = V~. 
Proof of Step 3. By definition and (5.36), 
VY = -k - IVQG~(a)  
= VQH(a)  + p~(a)VQV*D-*U*.  
The rest is immediate from (5.48), (5.45), and the definition of V~. 
Step4. Q is unique and Q = Q*. 
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Proof of Step 4. The preceding steps guarantee that the chosen X and 
Y (which are now defined in terms of any invertible solution Q of (5.23)) 
do indeed satisfy (5.50). Therefore, since there is only one such choice of X 
and Y by Theorem 3.3, there is at most one invertible solution Q of (5.23). 
Since Q* is also an invertible solution of (5.23) whenever Q is, it follows 
that Q = Q*. This completes the proof of the step and the theorem. • 
In the special case that a(A) = 1, b()~) = A and (~ = 0, the point a '  = c~ 
does not belong to ~. Therefore condition (A2) fails. Nevertheless, the 
conclusions of Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 remain valid for the choice A = In 
and B = T (corresponding to the realization W(A) = D+AV( In -AT) - IU)  
by standard arguments if T is invertible. In this instance 
0 E: 
Thus if say P1 and P2 are two solutions of (5.8) with Eq = Ep = J ,  it is 
readily seen that A = P1 - P2 is a solution of the equations 
A = T 'AT  and 0 = T*AU. 
But this in turn implies that 
A = T*kAT k for k=0, . . . ,n -1  
and hence, since T is invertible, that 
O=ATkU for k=0, . . . ,n -1 .  
The presumed minimality of the realization guarantees that the pair {T, U} 
is controllable and hence that A = 0. Thus (5.8) has at most one solution. 
Since P* is a solution of (5.8) whenever P is, every solution of (5.8) is auto- 
matically Hermitian. It is also invertible by Lemma 5.2. This completes the 
verification of the conclusions of Theorem 5.4 for this case. The verification 
of the conclusions of Theorem 5.5 is carried out in much the same way, 
except that now it is the observability of the pair {V, T} that comes into 
play. 
The main implications of the preceding analysis can be summarized as 
follows: 
THEOREM 5.6. If the matrix-valued function W()~) satisfies assump- 
tions (A1)-(A4) and if also the matrices W(a)  and G(a') are invertible 
and J is a p × p signature matrix, then the following are equivalent: 
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(1) W(A) JW#()~)  = J for eve~ point ~ E (~w) - .  
(2) There exists a matrix P E C n×n such that 
(3) 
where ~4 and B are defined in terms of the realization (2.8) of W()~) 
by (5.2). 
There exists a matrix Q E C n×n such that 
where ~ and B are defined in terms of the realization (2.8) of W()~) 
by (5.3). 
Moreover, the matrices P and Q, which intervene in (2) and (3), are 
unique. They are also invertible and Hermitian and are linked by formula 
(224): 
= p-1 .  
We remark that Theorem 3.1 of [13] is a special case of Theorem 5.5, 
which is obtained by choosing a(~) = 1, b(~) = )~, and a = 1. The matrices 
F and H of that paper correspond to QH(1) = QG(1)* and P of this one, 
respectively. Since G(1)QG(1)* = p- l ,  it follows readily that (3.16) and 
(3.17) of [13] are special cases of (5.18) and (5.9) in the present paper, re- 
spectively. This incorporates the main part of Theorem 3.2 in [13]. The rest 
follows: The identification of the number of negative igenvalues of P with 
the number of negative squares of the kernel {J  - W()~)JW(w)*}/p~()~) 
and the McMillan degree of W with the dimension of the reproducing ker- 
nel space K:c(W) was obtained earlier in [2]; see especially Theorems 6.12 
and 5.7 and also Theorem 2.1 of [3] and Theorem 3.1 of [11]. 
5.3. Back to the Nonsquare Case 
The analysis in the preceding subsection can be partially adapted to the 
nonsquare case by working with generalized inverses for D. This approach 
has been systematicMly developed earlier by Rakowski to study problems 
of factorization and inversion for a class of realizations (corresponding to
the line and to the circle) for rational matrix-valued functions; see [19-21]. 
We begin with a nonsquare analogue of Theorem 4.2. 
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THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that W()~) satisfies assumptions (A1)-(A3),  
that D = W(~) has rank p, and that Ep and Eq are now both signature 
matrices. Let D t be a right inverse of D, and let 
D.  = Ep(Dt)*Eq, V= = Ep(Dt)*u *, U, = Y*(Dt)*Eq, 
A ,  = k{B* - a(a)*Y*(Dt)*u*}, 
B ,  -- k{A* - b(a)*Y*(Dt)*u*}, 
G , ( )  0 = a(A)A~ - b(A)B., 
and 
Then 
W, (£)  = D,  - (~c , , ( )k )V~rGTr (~) - lvTr .  (5.51) 
with 
where 
wt (A)  = D t - 5,(A)DtV{G(A) + 5~()~)UDtV}-IUD t (5.52) 
is a right inverse of W(A): 
W()~)wt(~) = Ip. (5.53) 
THEOREM 5.8. I f  W ( A ) satisfies (A1) and (A2) for some point ~ E f~o 
(i.e., with a ~ = c~) and if the corresponding realization for 
WI(~) = W(~)r~qD*r~p 
---- D1 + 5.(A)VG()~)-IU,, 
D1 = DEqD*Ep and Ut = UEqD*Ep, 
for every point )~ E (~w) -w i th  a reflection )¢ E (~tw.)- .  
Proof. The verification is by direct calculation, just as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. • 
It is useful to note that  
= 
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is minimal and Ep and Eq are both signature matrices, then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) The vector space 
row{W(A)} = the span of the rows of W(A) 
is independent of the choice of )~ E gtw, and 
W(;~)E~W#()~) = Ep (5.54) 
for every point ~ E (~w)~.  
(2) The formula 
DEqD* = ~p (5.55) 
holds, and there exists an invertible Hermitian matrix P such that 
V*E~D = H(a)PU (5.56) 
and 
(3) The formulas 
A*PA - B*PB = V*EpV. (5.57) 
DEqD* = Ep and U = U1D (5.58) 
hold, and there exists an invertible Hermitian matrix Q E C n×n such 
that 
EpU~ = VQH(~)  (5.59) 
and 
AQA* - BQB* = U1EpU~. (5.60) 
Moreover, i f  any one (and hence all three) of these conditions are met, then 
the matrices P and Q which intervene in (2) and (3) are unique and 
G(a)QG(a)*P  = G(e~)*PG(a)Q = Is, (5.61) 
W()~) = Wj()~)D, for  j = 1,2, (5.62) 
.where 
W 1 (~) : W(A)EqD*Ev 
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can be expressed in the form 
and 
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WI()Q = Ip - fla()Q~pU~G(o~)-*Q-1G(/~)-lu1, 
W2()~) = Ip - pa(~)VG()~)- lp-1G(c~)-*V*~p, 
for every point ~ E (~wj ) - .  
Proof. Suppose first that (1) holds. Then clearly 
DEqD* = W(a)EqW#(a)  -~ Ep. 
(5.63) 
(5.64) 
(5.65) 
This proves (5.55) and hence also guarantees that D is right invertible 
and D1 = Ip. The auxiliary assumption on the constancy of row{W(A)} 
further guarantees the existence of a p x p matrix-valued function E(,k) 
that is invertible on f~w such that 
W()~) = E()~)D. 
In view of (5.55), 
E(~)EpE#(),) = W(,~)EqW # ()Q = EB 
E()~) = W(A)EqD*Ep = Wl(/~), 
and 
which together clearly imply (5.62) for j = 1 and (5.63). Moreover, since 
WI(A) = I v + 5~(A)VG(A)-IU1 satisfies assumptions (A1)-(A4), the re- 
maining assertions of both (2) and (3) are immediate from Theorem 5.6 
with J = Ep, 
[0 A= ~ j, B= v ~ j, 
[A o] o 
A= b(a)V Ip a(a)V 
with the help of the auxiliary formula 
U1] 
u = U ID  (5.66) 
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(which is justified below). The point is that Theorem 5.6 guarantees the 
existence of a pair of invertible, Hermitian matrices P and Q such that the 
formulas (5.57), (5.60), 
V'E ;  = H(a)PU1 
and 
VQH(a)  = EpU; = Ep(UEqD*Ep)* = DEqU* 
hold. The last formula includes (5.59). The one before it yields 
V*EvD = H(a)PU1D = H(o~)PU, 
by (5.66). This proves (5.56). Formula (5.66) is obtained from the identity 
w(;,)  = Wl(;,)D 
by matching the realizations, 
D + 5~(A)VG(A)- IU = D + 5a(A)VG(A)- IUID, 
and invoking the linear independence of the columns of VG(A) -1. This 
completes the proof of (5.58). 
Theorem 5.6 also guarantees that P and Q are unique and are linked by 
(5.61). Moreover, by (5.59), 
WI(A) -- Ip + 5a(A)~pU; H(oO-1Q-1G(A)-IU1, 
which is readily seen to be the same as (5.63) since a E f~0. Thus to this 
point we have shown that if (1) holds, then so do assertions (2) and (3), 
and formulas (5.61), (5.63), (5.62), and (5.65) for j = 1 (where applicable). 
Now suppose that (2) holds. Then by (5.56), 
W(A) = D + 6a()~)Va(~)-lu 
= {Ip + ~(A)VG(A) - IP -1H(a) - IV*Ep}D,  
which is readily seen to reduce to 
W(A) = W2(A)D 
since a E fl0- This serves to guarantee that the vector space row {W(A)} is 
independent of A E ~tw since det W2(A) ~ 0. Indeed, a routine calculation 
based on (5.57) yields 
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for every point A • (~tw2)-. This serves to establish (5.62) and (5.65) for 
j = 2. Also, 
W(.~)EqW#(A) = W2(A)DEqD*Wff (£) = Ep 
to complete the proof that (2) ~ (1). 
Finally let us suppose that (3) is in force. Then by (5.58) and (5.59), 
W()~) = n + 5~()~)VG(.~)-IU 
= n + 5,~(£)EpU{H(a)-IQ-1G(A)-IU1D 
= WI(~)D. 
This serves to prove that the vector space row {W(£)} is independent of 
~, whereas by (5.58) and (5.60), 
for every point ~ • (~tw)-. Therefore the proof that (3) ~ (1) is complete, 
as is the proof of the theorem. • 
The next theorem is the counterpart of Theorem 5.8 when D is left 
invertible and the span of the columns of W(A) is independent of ,~. It 
is stated without proof since the verification is easily adapted from the 
verification of Theorem 5.7. 
THEOREM 5.9. If W()~) satisfies (A1) and (A2) for some point a • ~to 
(i.e., with a' = a) and if the realization for 
W3(A) = EqD*EpW(A) 
= 03 + 5~(A)V3G(A)-IU 
with 
D3 = EqD*Ep and V3 = EqD*EpV 
is minimal and if Ep and Eq are both signature matrices, then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) The vector space 
col{W(~)} = the span of the columns of W()~) 
is independent of the choice of A c gtw, and 
W # ()~)EpW()~) = Eq (5.67) 
for every point )~ E (~w) - .  
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(2) The formulas 
D*EvD = Eq and V = DV3 (5.68) 
hold, and there exists an invertible Hermitian matrix P E C n×" such 
that 
V~Eq = H(a)PU (5.69) 
and 
(3) The formula 
A*PA - B*PB = V~EqV3. (5.70) 
D*EvD = Eq 
holds, and there exists an invertible Hermitian matrix Q c C '~×~ 
such that 
DEqU* = VQH(a)  (5.71) 
and 
AQA* - BQB* = UEqU*. (5.72) 
Moreover, if any one (and hence all three) of these conditions are met, 
then the matrices P and Q, which intervene in (2) and (3), are unique and 
G(oe)QG(ee)*P = G(ee)*PG(oe)O = [~, (5.73) 
W(A) = DWj(A),  for  j = 3,4, 
where 
w3(~) = Z~D*Z,W(~) 
can be expressed in the form 
and 
wa(x) = I~ - p~(X)vac(~,)- lP-1G(~) *v.a*zq, (>74) 
w4(A) = I~ - p~(~, )~u*c(~) -*Q-~c(x ) - lu ,  (s.7s) 
wj(x)zqwT( : , )  = %#(x) rq%(x)  = ~q 
for every point k E (f~W~)~ and j = 3, 4 . 
(5.76) 
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6. IMBEDDINGS 
In this section we show how to imbed the identity (5.12) [resp. the upper 
left-hand corners of (5.17)] into the "colligation" identity (5.8) [resp.(5.17)] 
by suitable choice of U [resp. V] and D. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A E C n×n, B c C n×n, V E C p×n, ~~p C C p×p and 
Eq E C q×q be a given set of matrices such that: 
(1) ~p and Eq are signature matrices with p >_ q and #+(Ep) >_ #+(Eq). 
(2) There exists an invertible Hermitian matrix P E C n×n such that 
A*PA - B*PB = V*EpV. (6.1) 
(3) There exists a point ~ E f~ such that a(A) = a()~)A - b()~)B is 
invertible. 
Then there exist matrices Do c C p×q such that 
D~EpDo = Eq (6.2) 
and points/3 E fl0 such that G(/3) is invertible. Moreover, for any such 
choice of Do and/3, and for every point w c f~ at which G(w) is invertible, 
the matrices 
and 
D = {Ip - p~(w)VG(w)- IP-1G(/3)-*V*Ep} Do (6.3) 
U = G(~)G(w)- IP -1H( /3) - Iv*EpDo (6.4) 
are solutions of the equations 
H(w)PU = Y*EpD (6.5) 
and 
pw(w)U*PU + D*EpD = Eq (6.6) 
(which fill out (5.8)). The corresponding matrix-valued function 
W(~) = D + 6~(~)VG(~) - Iu  
can be expressed in the form 
W()~) = Wo(A)Do, 
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where 
and 
Wo(),) = G + '~z()')Va()')-~Uo 
= Ip - p~(~)va( ) , ) -~P-~C(9) - *v*Z , ,  (6.7) 
= Ip - pZ(A)EpU~G(~) -*{G(~)*PG(~)}G(A) - IUo ,  
Uo = P -1H(~) - IV*Ep ,  (6.8) 
Ep - Wo()~)EpWo(w)*  = VG(A)_ lp_ lG(w)_ ,V  , (6.9) 
r~p - Wo(~)*r~pWo(a) = u~a(~)_.{c(Z).pG(;3)}a(a)_lVo. (6 10) 
Proof. The existence of a matrix Do E C p×q, which satisfies (6.2), and 
a point t3 E ~o at which G(~) (and hence also H(~)) is invertible is self- 
evident from the given assumptions. The choices D = Do and U = UoDo 
satisfy (6.5) and (6.6) for w = ~. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, 
w(~) = {I~ + ~(~)VC(~)-IUoIDo 
satisfies (5.10), W#EpW = Eq, whereas 
Wo(a) = I, + ~z(x)ya(x) - 'Uo 
= Ip - p~( )QVG( . ,~) - Ip -1G(~) -*V*~p 
satisfies (6.9). The last claim may be checked by either invoking (5.18) and 
Theorem 5.6 with ~'~.p = Eq = J or by direct calculation (using (6.1)). 
The third formula for W0(A) in (6.7) is easily derived from the first with 
the aid of the first of the two identities 
5Z(A)H(~)* = -p~(A)G(~) and ~Z(A)G(~)* = -p~(A)H(~), 
which are both valid for p E ft0. This in turn leads to (6.10). 
Next, for any point w c t2 at which G(aJ) is invertible, Wo(A) can be 
reexpressed in the form 
Wo(~ ) = Wo(~ ) Jr- ~w(.~)VG(.~)-IG(~)G(o2)-IUo 
by (2.13). Thus 
W(A) = Wo(A)Do 
= D + 5~(~)VC(~) - IU  
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with 
D = Wo(w)Do 
and 
U -- G(f l )G(w)- IUoD0, 
which coincide with (6.3) and (6.4), respectively. With the help of the 
formula 
H(w)PG(f l )  - H( f l )PG(~)  = 5~(w)V*EpV, (6.11) 
it is now readily seen that (6.5) holds. Finally, the verification of (6.6) is 
an easy consequence of (6.10). • 
In the square case with Ep  = Eq = J, the statement of the last theorem 
simplifies and, in conjunction with Theorem 5.6, yields the following: 
COROLLARY. Let A E C n×n, B C C n×n, V E C p×n, and J E C p×p be 
a given set of matrices such that the triple {V, A, B} is (a, b) observable, 
G(fl) = a(fl)A - b(fl)B is invertible for some point fl E no, and J is a 
signature matrix. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists an invertible Hermitian solution P of the equation 
A*PA - B*PB = V*JV. 
(2) There exists a unique choice of Uo E C n×v such that the realization 
W(A) = {Ip + 5fl(A)VG(A)-IUo}Do 
is minimal and J unitary for every choice of A E no at which the 
indicated inverse exists and every choice of Do C C p×p that is J 
unitary. 
Proof. The presumed invertibility of G(fl) for fl c ~to implies that 
la(fl)l = Ib(fl)l ~ 0 and hence that H(fl) is invertible by (5.4), since fl' = ft. 
Thus if (1) holds, then Theorem 6.1 is applicable, and formula (6.9) yields 
the asserted J unitary for the realization W(A) with U0 = P-1H( f l ) - IV* J .  
This implies in turn that ~c(W) = K:c(W). Moreover, in view of the pre- 
sumed observability, formula (6.9) also implies that 
K~c(W ) ~-- {VG( /~) - lx :x  E C n} 
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and is an n-dimensional space. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, 
degpW = dimT~c(W) = n, 
and thus since A and B belong to C '~×~, the exhibited realization for W(A) 
is minimal. 
The choice of U0 is unique, because if there was a second choice, say U1, 
for which the realization 
W(,~) = {Ip -k (~fl(A)Va()~)-lU1}Do 
is minimal, then clearly 
o = vG( )-l(Uo - Ux)W(9). 
Therefore, because of the already established minimality (in fact (a, b) ob- 
servability would be enough) and the fact that W(8) is invertible, U0 = U1. 
This completes the proof that (1) :=~ (2). 
On the other hand, if (2) holds, then (1) is immediate from Theorem 5.4. 
We remark that the formulation of this corollary was modeled on the 
formulation of Theorem 3.5 of [13]. It includes the latter as a special case. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A E C ~x'~, B E C ~x~, U E C nxq, •p E C pXp, and 
Eq E C qxq be a given set of matrices such that: 
(1) Ep and Eq are signature matrices with q >_ p and #+(Eq) > #+(Ep). 
(2) There exists an invertible Hermitian matrix Q E C n×n such that 
AQA*-BQB*= UEqU*. (6.12) 
(3) There exists a point A e t2 such that G(A) = a(A)A - b(A)B is 
invertible. 
Then there exist matrices D1 E C p×q such that 
DIEqD~ = Ep (6.13) 
and points /3 E l-to such that G(~) is invertible. Moreover, for any such 
choice of D1 and/3 and for every point w E t2 at which G(w) is invertible, 
the matrices 
D = Dx{Iq - p~(w)ZqU*G(~)-*Q-1G(w)- IU} (6.14) 
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and 
V = DI~qU*H(j3)-IQ-1G(w)-IG(~) 
are solutions of the equations 
Ep = DEqD* + pw(w)VQV* 
and 
DEqU* = VQH(w) 
(which fill out (5.17)). The corresponding matrix-valued function 
w(~)  = D + ~(~)va(~) - IU  
can be expressed in the form 
W(/k) = D1Wl(/k), 
where 
and 
Eq 
wi(:q = iq + ,b(),)u~a(a)-'u 
= Iq  - p~(A)EqU*G(/~)-*Q-1G(A)-iu 
= Iq  - p¢(A)V1G(A)-i{G(~)QG(/3)*}G(~)-*V~Eq 
V1 = 2qU*H(~)- IQ -1, 
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(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.i7) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
~q - Wl(~)*xqwl(a) = u ,c (~)_ ,Q_ la (a )_~u (6.2o) 
- w~(,x)r~w~(w)* 
p~(),) = V1G(),)-~{G(Z)QG(Z)*}G(~)-*V{. (6.21) 
W(A) = Dx{Iq + (~f~(/~)V1a(,,~)-lu} 
Proof. The existence of a matrix D1 E C pxq, which satisfies (6.13), 
and a point/3 E f~o at which G(¢]) (and hence also H03)) is invertible is 
self-evident from the given assumptions. Then clearly the choices D -- D1 
and V = D1V1 with VI as in (6.19) satisfy (6.16) and (6.17) for w = /3. 
Therefore, by Lemma 5.4, 
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satisfies (5.19), WEqW # = Ep, whereas 
WI(A) = Iq + ~(~)ViG(/~)-Iu 
= Iq -- p~(A)~qU*G(/3)-*Q-1G(A)- Iu 
satisfies (6.20). The last claim is easily checked either by invoking (5.9) and 
Theorem 5.6 with Ep = Eq = J or by direct calculation with the aid of 
(6.12) and the identity 
p~(w)*G(A)QG(J3)* + pz(A)G(/3)QG(w)* 
- p~(w)*p~(A)(AQA* - BQB*)  (6.22) 
= . 
which is valid for every choice of A, w in f~, and/3 E f~0. 
The third formula for WI(A) in (6.18) is easily derived from the first 
much as in the corresponding step in the proof of Theorem 6.1. This in 
turn leads to (6.21). 
Next, for any point w c f~ at which G(w) is invertible, Wl(W) can be 
reexpressed in the form 
Wl()k ) --~ Wl@d ) -~- ¢~w()~)VlG(o3)-lG(/3)G(.~)-lu. 
Thus 
with 
and 
W(A) = DIWt(A) 
= D + 5w(A)VG(A)-IU, 
D = D1WI(w) 
V : D1VIG(W)-IG(/3), 
which coincide with (6.14) and (6.15), respectively. With the help of the 
formula 
G(w)QH(j3) + 6f~(w)UEqU* = G(/3)QH(w), 
which is valid for every point/3 E rio, it is now readily checked that (6.17) 
holds. 
Finally, the validation of (6.16) emerges easily from (6.21). • 
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In the square case with Ep -- Eq -- J ,  the statement of Theorem 6.2 
simplifies and, in conjunction with Theorem 5.6, yields the following coun- 
terpart to the preceding corollary: 
COROLLARY. Let A 6 C nx~, B 6 C nxn, U 6 C ~xp, and J e C pxp be 
a given set of matrices such that the triple {A, B, U} is (a, b) controllable, 
G(/~) = a(fl)A - b(/3)B is invertible for some point/3 6 ~o, and J is a 
signature matrix. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists an invertible Hermitian solution Q of the equation 
AQA* - BQB* = UJU*. 
(2) There exists a unique choice of V1 E C pxn such that the realization 
W(A) = D1{Ip + 5~(A)VIG(A)-'U} 
is minimal and J unitary for every choice of A 6 ~o at which the 
indicated inverse exists and every choice of Di E C pxp, which is J 
unitary. 
We omit the proof, since it is easily adapted from the proof of the corol- 
lary to Theorem 6.1, except to note that in the proof of (1) ~ (2), Vi is 
given by formula (6.19) with Eq = J. 
The analysis in this section can be extended to cover the nonsymmetric 
setting, which is discussed in Section 4.3 and Theorem 5.3. Thus (4.8) can 
be imbedded in (4.21) and (4.24) can be imbedded in (4.25). Some results 
in this direction have been obtained by Kailath and Sayed [15] for the case 
a(A) = 1 and b(A) = A; for additional discussion also see [7], especially the 
last few pages. 
7. FACTORIZATION 
In this section we establish factorization formulas for the pair spaces 
that were considered in Section 4. Although these formulas are derived by 
purely algebraic manipulations, the pair space structure introduced earlier 
permits one to establish a one to one correspondence b tween nondegen- 
erate invariant subspaces and nontrivial factorizations. In a sense these 
formulas are a natural outgrowth of the factorization formulas that arise 
in the more familiar setting of matrix-valued functions that are J unitary 
on t'/0. To clarify this point of view let us suppose first that W is a matrix- 
valued function that satisfies assumptions (A1)-(A4) of Section 5 and that 
W is J unitary on glo f'l ~w.  Then W is said to admit a minimal J unitary 
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factorization if it can be expressed in the form W(A) = WI (A)W2(A) for all 
points A in the common domain of analyticity in ~, where: 
(1) WI(A) and W2(A) also satisfy assumptions (A1) (A4), but with 1 _< 
degpW~ _< n -  1. 
(2) degpW1 + degpW2 = n = degpW. 
(3) Vv:i is J unitary on ~t 0 N ~w, for i = 1, 2. 
Let us assume further that a has been chosen so that W((~) and G(c~') 
are both invertible in order to ensure that Theorem 5.4 is applicable. These 
two conditions are automatically met for every point (~ E ft0 N ~w for which 
]a(a)l = ]b(a)[ ~ 0 (by the presumed J unitarity of W and Theorem 3.6). 
The basic underlying principle may then be summarized as follows: 
If a(a) • 0 [resp. b(a) # 0], then there is a one to one cor- 
respondence between r(a, b; a) [resp. r(b, a; a)] invariant sub- 
spaces M1 of T~c(W), which are nondegenerate with respect 
to the indefinite inner product [VG(A)- lu, VG(A)- lv] = v*Pu 
based on the unique invertible Hermitian solution P of (5.22), 
and nontrivial J unitary factors W1 of W: A41 = ~c(W1), and 
W 2 ~- WW11.  
An analogous formulation for the classical choices of p~(A) is given in 
Theorem 3.2 of [3]; a generalization of the latter to pair spaces is Theorem 
4.3 in [4]. It is perhaps good to bear in mind that in the statement of 
Theorem 3.2 of [3], every space ~(U1) that is included isometrically in 
K:(U) is a nondegenerate r solvent invariant subspace of K:(U) and vice 
versa; for more information see Theorem 3.1 of [3], and Theorem 8.2 of [2] 
for the groundwork. Explicit formulas for the factors of W are furnished 
in Theorem 4.2 of [6] when G(A) is of appropriate block upper triangular 
form. The next step is to identify the invariance alluded to above with the 
block upper triangular structure of G(A) that is exploited in [6]. We proceed 
much as in the proof of Lemma 8.1 of [10], but first a normalization. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let A~I be any k-dimensional subspace of 7~c(W). Then 
the minimal realization (2.8) of W(A) may be chosen in such a way that: 
(1)  JL'f 1 ---- the span of the first k columns ofF(A)  = VG(A) -1. 
(2) = In.  
Proof. By the presumed minimality, the columns of F(A) form a basis 
for 7~(W). Therefore there exists a matrix ]I1 E C. '~×k of rank k such that 
1~41 ---- the span of the columns of F(A)Y~. 
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Let 112 E C ~x(~-k) be such that 
Y = [Y1 
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is invertible and let X = G(a) - IY ,  ~" = VX,  G(A) = y-1G(A)X ,  and 
Lr = y -1u .  Then clearly 
~()~) -1~ _ VG( /~) - Iu ,  
311 = the span of the first k columns of VG(A) -1, 
and 
O(a)  = 
as needed. • 
Let 311 denote the span of the first k columns of F(A) and let 
Gij(A) = a(A)Aij - b(A)Bij, i, j = 1, 2, 
denote the corresponding block decomposition of G(A) (i.e., Gu  (A) is k x k, 
etc.). 
THEOREM 7.1. If either 
(I) a(a) ¢ 0 and 311 is r(a, b; a) invariant or, 
(II) b(a) 7 ~ 0 and 311 is r(b,a;c~) invariant, 
equivalent: 
then the following are 
(1) G21(o0 ---- 0 
(2) A21 = B21 -- 0 
(3) G21(A) = 0 for every point A E ~. 
Conversely, if A21 = B21 = 0, then 3t l  is both r(a,b; fl) invariant and 
r(b, a;/3) invariant for every point t3 E f~ at which G(j3) is invertible. 
Proof. Let 
and suppose first that the general assumption (I) is met. Then there exists 
a k x k matrix B1 such that 
{r(a, b; c~)FII}(A) -- F(A)IIB1. 
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Therefore, by (3.9), 
F(A)BG(~) - I I I  = F(A)IIB1 
and hence, since the columns of F(A) are linearly independent, 
BG(a) - Iy I  = FIB1. 
Now if (1) is in force, then this is readily seen to imply that 
[BllG11(c~)- B21Gll(a)-:] = [BO 1] 
and hence that B21 = 0. Since a(a) ¢ 0 and G21(a  ) = 0 by assumption, 
it follows that A21 = 0 also. Thus (1) ~ (2). Since dearly (2) ~ (3) 
(1), this completes the proof of the asserted equivalence under the general 
assumption (I). The proof under the general assumption (II) goes through 
in much the same way. Therefore, since the converse statement is self- 
evident, the proof of the theorem may be deemed complete. • 
It is perhaps useful to emphasize that in the preceding theorem the 
normalization G21 (a) = 0 is automatically met if G(a) = In. 
We turn next to the factorization of a general matrix-valued function 
W(A) (= WL(A), which meets the assumptions (A1)-(A4) and for which 
Hi(a) and G(a) are both invertible) and its right pairing WR(A). 
THEOREM 7.2. Let P be an n x n invertible solution of the matrix 
equation 
A~PAL  - B~PBL  = V,~ JVL (7.1) 
and suppose that the k x k upper left-hand corner Pll of 
[Pll P12] 
P = LP~. P22J 
is also invertible and that the matrices An, AL, BR, and BL which in- 
tervene in (7.1), are upper block triangular with respect o the same block 
decomposition. Let # be a point in fl with reflection #' in fl such that 
a(#)a(#')* = b(#)b(#')* ¢ 0 (7.2) 
and both 
GL(#) = a(#)AL-b(#)BL  and GR(#') = a(#' )AR-b(# ' )BR (7.3) 
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are invertible. Then the matrix-valued functions WL(/~ ) and WR(A), which 
are given by formulas (4.9) and (4.10), respectively, admit the factorizations 
and 
with 
where 
and 
WL (/~) ~-~ WL1 (~)WL2 (/~) (7.4) 
wa(~) = w~l (~)w~(~) ,  (7.5) 
WL1 (A) = I -- p~, (A)FL1 ()~)PHIFR1 (/2')* J~ 
WL2(A) = I - Pu' (A )MLGL22(A) - lQ -1GR22(#' ) - *MR J, 
WRI(~)  = I - p. (~)FR~(~)P~*FL~( . ) * J ,  
WR2(~)  = Z -- p , (~)MRa.2~(~) -~- 'G~(~) -*M~ J, 
(7.6) 
VL 
FL(~) 
FR(~) 
FLI(~) 
FL2(~) 
FR2(~) 
HL 
ML 
= [VL1 VL2], VR = [VR1 VR2], 
: [FLI()~) FL2(~)] : [VL1 VL2]GL()~) -1, 
= [FRI(~) FR2(~)] = [VR1 V~2]GR(~) -1, 
= VL1 G~,11(~) -1, FRI(~) = VR~G~I(~) -1, 
= VL2GL22(~)  -~ - VLIGL11(~)-1GL~2(~)CL22(~) -1,
= VR2GR22(A) -1 - VrtlGRll(A)-1GRl~()~)GR22(A) -1, 
= , YI R [-P21P~11 I], 
= FL( t t )HLGL22(Pt ) ,  MS = FR(/Z')HRGR22(]-t'), 
Q = P2~ - P21P51P12.  
If the realization for W is minimal, then so are the exhibited realizations 
for WE1, WE2, Wm and WR2 and the factorizations (7.4) and (7.5). 
Proof. The proof is much the same as the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [6] 
except that extra care must be taken because of the lack of symmetry in 
the formulas. We give the details because in addition to being more general, 
the present reorganization is a bit more transparent. 
Step 1. The function 
WE(A) = I - pu, FL(A)P-1FR(p')*J (7.7) 
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° 
and hence that 
admits a factorization of the form 
WL(~)  = WLI ( )~){ I  -- ptL,()~)WLI(~)-IFL(~)IILQ-1II~FR(#')*J}. (7.8)  
Proof of Step 1. Since P and Pu are invertible, it follows readily from 
the well-known faetorization formula for P based on the Schur complement 
that 
0 I -Pl~/Ip12][ P011 Q- l ]  [_p2lPl~l 0i] 
]J WE(),) = I - -  p.,(A)[FLI(A) FL(A)IIL] Q-1 [II~FR(#')* 
WLI (~)  -1  * ! * = - p , , (~)FL (~)nLQ nRFR(#) J. 
But this is clearly equivalent to (7.8). 
Step 2 verifies the identity 
P/~'()QFRI(/Z/)*JFL(p)I'[L = [Pll P12]GL(/~)GL(p)-ll]L • 
Proof of Step 2. Since P is a solution of (7.1), it is readily seen that 
[Pn P12] is a solution of the equation 
A~u[Pu P12]AL - B~lt[Pu P12]BL = V~{IJVL. 
Consequently, the left-hand side of the asserted identity is equal to 
p#,()~)GR11(#')-*V~1JVLC, L(#)-1[IL = p,,(A)GRll(/z')-* × @, 
where 
(~) = {A~11[Pll P12]AL-B~tll[Pu P12]BL } GL(#)- 1yIL • 
But now as 
[/)11 P12]a(I~)ALGL(p)-lrlL=[Pu P~2]b(#)BLGL(#)-lrIL 
and (7.2) is in force, it follows that the factor @can be expressed in two 
different ways: 
. a ( . ) . .  / r .  (~) = AR11 --  b - - -~DRl ly [ .C l l  P12]ALGL(#)-IIIL 
- -  GR l l ( " ) *  [P l l  PI2]ALGL(/~)-~IIL, a(#')* 
8o 
and, upon "eliminating AL instead of BL," 
[ b(#) A~ n } (~) = [a - -~ - B~ll [Pn 
_ GRI~(F)* [Pll P~2]BLGL(~)-~IIL. 
b(~')* 
Thus 
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PI2] BL eL  (/2)- 11-[L 
[0 VL2 ] {(~L(/-t)-lyILGL22(~) -- GL(~)-II-ILGL22(~)} -~ 0. 
Furthermore, upon setting 
(~---- [VL1 0]GL(#)-II ILGL22(#), 
it is readily seen that 
® = ®-[vL~ 0]GL(~)-InLcL22(~) 
= @--  [ELI() , )  -- FL l (~)GL~2(~)CL22(~) - l ] r I LGL2: (~)  
= ® + FLl(A)P51{P12GL22(A) + PI1GL12(A)}- " 
since 
p,,(~)GRlI(,')-* × ®= [Pll P12]GL(~)CL(,)-lnL, 
as needed. 
Step 3 verifies the identity 
WL1 (,~)EL (~)I-ILGL22 (]A) --~ F L ()Q I[L GL22 ()k). (7.9) 
Proof of Step 3. In view of (7.6) the left-hand side of (7.9) is equal to 
FL (~)nLGL22 (~)  - p , ,  (A)FL1 (A)PI~ 1FR1 (#')* JFL (#)IILGL22 (#). 
Therefore by Step 2, the asserted identity is equivalent to showing that 
FL( . )HLGL22( . )  - FL (a )HLGL22(~)  
= FLi(A)P~ll[Pu PI2]GL(A)GL(#)-1IILGL22(#). (7.10) 
The left-hand side of (7.10) is equal to 
Q= [VLi 01 {GL(#)-IIILGL:2(#) -- GL(A)-iIILGL22(A)}, 
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At the same time, the right-hand side of (7.10) is clearly equal to 
FLI(/~)PI-11[PllGLll(,,~) PllGL12()~) -~- P12GL22(/~)]GL(FI,)-lrILGL22(~t) 
= FLI(A){[GLll(A ) 0] + Pi l l [0 PllGL12(A) q- P12GL22(A)]} 
x GL(p)- l r ILGL22(#) 
= ®+ FL,( )Pfil{p, lOm(, ) + 
This completes the proof of this step. 
Step 4 completes the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Step 4. In order to establish (7.4) it remains to show that the 
term inside the curly brackets in (7.8) is equal to the asserted formula for 
WL2(A). But in view of Step 3, that term is equal to 
' XG tA~- l '~- l r I *  F . . . .  J I -  plz,(A)FL(#)rILGL22(#) L22k } tq R R~,~ )
1Q-1H* FR" "* J  = I - pIt,(/~)MLGL22(,,k)- R It -t ) • 
This does the trick since 
* ' *  G ~ " - *M*  rlRFR0* ) = R22~/~ ) R, 
by the definition of MR. 
The proof of all the advertised formulas may now be deemed complete 
since (7.5) follows from (7.4) by an appropriate change of notation: L --+ R, 
R --* L, p --* #~, #~ --* # and P --* P*. (In connection with the latter it is 
good to note that (P*)12 = (P21)*, which is written as P~I for short.) In 
case of doubt it is also possible to derive (7.5) from scratch by mimicking 
the proof of (7.4). The formulas 
Pt,(A)FLI(#)*JFR(#') I IR = [P~I P~I]GR(A)GR(tt ' ) - I I IR 
and 
WR1()~)FR(p')FIRGR22(p') = FR(A)FIRGR22()~) 
play the role of Steps 2 and 3, respectively. 
Finally, the assertions on minimality are clear from the formulas for the 
factors and the rules for multiplication exhibited in Section 2.3 just as in 
the classical case. Thus, for example, 
n ---- degpWL(,k) _< degpWLl(A) + degpWL2(,k), 
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whereas 
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degpWLl(A) = k and degpWL2(A) ~ n - k. 
Thus the last inequality must in fact be an equality, otherwise we obtain 
a contradiction of the presumed minimality of the realization for WL(A). 
The proof for the factors of WR(A) goes through in just the same way. • 
THEOREM 7.3. In the setting of Theorem 7.1, 
A~22QAL22 - B~22QBL22 = M~JML.  
Proof. Upon multiplying (7.1) through by a(#)a(#')* = b(p)b(#')* it is 
readily seen that 
a [ , , . ,7 . ja /  , , ,  i • • ~# ) VR ~#) VL = a(# ) ARPa(p)AL - D(p')*B~Pb(#)BL 
= {GR(#')* + b(# ) BR}Pa(p)AL + b(#')*B~tP 
× {GL(#) - a(#)dL} 
= GR(p')*Pa(p)AL + b(#')*B~tPGL(#). 
Therefore, 
Pa(#)ALGL(#) -1 + GR(p') -*b(#')*B~P = a(#')*FR(#')*JFL(#)a(#). 
But now as 
Fnl 
I I~P=[0  Q] and PHL= [Q J ,  
it follows easily, upon multiplying the last formula through by GR22(#/)*I-I~t 
on the left and by [ILGL22(#) on the right, that 
G ! * a R22(# ) Q (#)AL22 + b(#')*B~22QGL22(#) a(#')*M~JMLa(#).  
G ! Next, upon substituting the full formulas for R22(# ) and GL22(#) in the 
left-hand side of the last line it is easily seen to reduce to 
a(#')*a(#) {A~22QAL22 - B~22QBL22 } . 
The rest is self-evident. 
Harry Dym thanks Renee and Jay Weiss for endowing the chair that supports 
his research. 
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